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Resumen y Conclusión
Introducción
Varios investigadores analizaron el flujo de la cantidad de movimiento
vertical en las ondas de gravedad de la superficie sometidas a la acción del
viento, a la bajada o al deterioro. El equilibrio de la cantidad de movimiento
vertical es importante para determinar los intercambios de productos químicos,
sedimentos y contaminantes, que tienen lugar en la interfaz aire-mar. Aunque
no está claro cómo se transfiere el impulso a la interfaz aire-agua, se han
desarrollado modelos teóricos que describen la interacción del viento y el agua
para arrojar luz sobre los mecanismos responsables del crecimiento y la
atenuación de las olas (Phillips, 1957; Miles, 1957 ; Longuet-Higgins, 1969). Las
olas de viento y oleaje son probablemente las más comunes y prominentes para
las actividades humanas, con un período de onda T del orden 1-25 s. Por lo
general, se considera que las ondas de oleaje son aquellas que están
completamente desarrolladas y se propagan lejos de su área de generación,
generalmente mostrando un comportamiento regular en comparación con las
ondas de crecimiento de vientos en etapa temprana. El oleaje, como cualquier
otra superficie de agua, puede ser sometido a la acción del viento,
potencialmente proveniente de cualquier dirección.
La descripción general del campo de flujo aprovecha la triple
descomposición (ver Phillips, 1966) en el sentido de Thais y Magnaudet (1995).
Las variables de interés se dividen en un componente de tiempo promediado,
periódico (organizado) y fluctuante (turbulento). El interés se centra en el
término que representa la tensión de corte de la onda Reynolds, la covarianza
de la velocidad o la correlación de la velocidad. En los experimentos realizados
para esta tesis, ese término es más de un orden de magnitud mayor que el
esfuerzo de cizallamiento turbulento. Olfateh et al. (2017) pusieron la atención
en el término tensión de corte de la onda Reynolds, describiendo algunos
resultados experimentales contradictorios en la literatura, mostrando datos
variados sobre la contribución de la tensión de corte de la onda Reynolds a la
transferencia de la cantidad de movimiento bajo las ondas generadas por el
viento. Ellos sugirieron los efectos de reflexión como responsables de la
variación de signo y magnitud de los valores experimentales. Sin embargo, no
consideraron la fase y sus resultados se promedian horizontalmente.
La falta de un enfoque universal del problema es una razón suficiente
para fomentar estudios adicionales sobre los efectos de la reflexión en el campo
de las olas. Una comprensión de los diferentes procesos involucrados en la

interacción entre las olas impulsadas por el viento y las estructuras marítimas es
la base para el diseño de soluciones de ingeniería confiables. Las ondas de viento
afectan la intensidad de la interacción y, tendiendo a retrasarse, acumulan un
gran impulso y energía. El campo de ondas gana energía y el impulso de la
atmósfera, los transporta largas distancias y los entrega a las corrientes y la capa
límite atmosférica (Chalikov y Bulgakov, 2014). La generación de energía de los
mares y océanos, en particular la derivada de las olas impulsadas por el viento
(es decir, la energía de las olas), se ha desarrollado rápidamente a lo largo de los
años (Bahaj, 2011) y se ha diseñado una gran variedad de WEC para este fin. Es
importante describir completamente las características de flujo dentro y a
sotavento de la estructura para garantizar con precisión la estabilidad de la
estructura.
Esta investigación se refiere a un estudio experimental de la interacción
entre el viento y las olas generadas por las palas afectadas por la reflexión. El
viento y las ondas de palas regulares se generan, juntas y por separado, en un
canal de interacción océano-atmósfera, que permite la absorción activa para
obtener la reflexión deseada para cada experimento. La posibilidad de generar
una reflexión deseada en el campo de onda permite una evaluación y
cuantificación completas del efecto reflexivo en el campo de onda. En particular,
el surgimiento de tensiones adicionales, la modulación espacial del nivel medio
del agua y otros fenómenos se observan experimentalmente y se derivan
teóricamente.
Hypótesis and justificación
Se piensa que los experimentos y análisis aquí reportados producen una mejor
comprensión del campo de onda contaminado por la reflexión. Luego
analizamos cómo las diferentes condiciones de reflexión influyen en el campo
de flujo en el lado del agua, comparando el estrés inducido por la reflexión con
otros términos de fuerza (como la turbulencia), y evaluando los efectos del
viento.
Esta tesis doctoral se enmarca dentro de una línea de investigación cuyo
objetivo es comprender y cuantificar los efectos de las ondas parcialmente
reflejadas en presencia del viento. Los resultados sobre los efectos locales
pueden extenderse fácilmente a escalas más grandes, lo que proporciona un
gran paso de antemano para predecir fenómenos globales que influyen en la
vida del hombre y el medio ambiente, como el cambio climático.

Motivación
El objetivo principal de esta investigación es la caracterización y el modelado de
la hidrodinámica bajo la influencia de ondas regulares, irregulares y de viento en
condiciones de reflexión parcial.
Para el logro del objetivo principal, se han propuesto una serie de objetivos
específicos:
 Estudio del estado actual del arte de las ondas parcialmente reflejadas y su
interacción con las ondas del viento.
 Estudio experimental de la hidrodinámica bajo oleaje y ondas de viento en
condiciones de reflexión parcial.
Metodología
La metodología para la realización de esta investigación se puede resumir en lo
siguiente:


Fundamentos teóricos: revisión bibliográfica en profundidad del estudio de
la transferencia de cantidad de movimiento y el desplazamiento de
superficie libre bajo la influencia de ondas regulares, irregulares y de viento
en
condiciones
de
reflexión
parcial.



Actividades experimentales:
Los experimentos se llevarán a cabo en el canal de interacción atmósferaocéano en el Instituto Andaluz para la Investigación del Sistema de la Tierra
en Granada, España. Esta instalación está dedicada al estudio del
acoplamiento de procesos entre el océano y la atmósfera.
El sistema de generación eólica es un túnel de viento de circuito cerrado de
24 m de largo con capacidad para generar vientos de hasta 12 m/s. El canal
de onda está equipado con onduladores de tipo pistón que permiten la
generación de ondas regulares e irregulares, espectros paramétricos o
definidos por el usuario, ondas solitarias y series de tiempo medidas con
períodos de onda de 1 a 5 segundos y alturas de onda de hasta 25 cm. El
sistema permite la generación de olas que siguen o se oponen a la dirección
del viento.
Para medir las diferentes variables cinemáticas y dinámicas, se utilizarán
diferentes instrumentos de laboratorio, que incluyen:

-

-

Medidores de nivel acústico para medir las series de tiempo de
elevación de la superficie en diferentes puntos del canal.
Anemometría Doppler láser 2D-3D para medir con precisión el perfil de
velocidad en diferentes combinaciones de ondas regulares, irregulares
y de viento.
Velocímetro de imagen de partículas.
Tubos de Pitot o anemometría de alambre caliente, si es necesario, para
caracterizar correctamente el perfil de velocidad del viento sobre la
superficie del agua.



Posprocesamiento de los datos experimentales, análisis de los resultados,
conclusiones, validación: los datos experimentales se analizarán con un
enfoque principal en las fuerzas totales que actúan sobre la estructura, así
como la influencia de las ondas de viento en la hidrodinámica del sistema.
Se realizará una comparación y validación del modelo analítico bajo ondas
irregulares
utilizando
los
datos
experimentales.



Difusión científica: los principales resultados de la investigación se
publicarán en revistas indexadas en "Science Citation Index", así como en
conferencias nacionales e internacionales.

Conclusión
El trabajo general aquí presentado muestra resultados extensos sobre
las interacciones de oleaje y viento en condiciones de reflexión parcial. La
mayoría de ellos confirman los resultados dados por la literatura anterior y
extienden los resultados con nuevas observaciones experimentales y teóricas a
través de técnicas bien conocidas y aceptadas, como los métodos de
perturbación y la triple descomposición.
Todos los análisis revelan la importancia de un método adecuado para
describir los efectos combinados de diferentes componentes en un campo
complejo como el que se estudia en esta tesis, donde los efectos no lineales,
condiciones de contorno, condiciones experimentales y técnicas de medición
pueden afectar los resultados y conducir a interpretaciones engañosas. Además,
la inclusión del coeficiente de reflexión y el cambio de fase entre las ondas
incidentes y reflejadas resuelve el problema de la variabilidad de la tensión de
cizallamiento de la onda en olas de oleaje y viento, que se ha encontrado en la
literatura, con nuevos resultados experimentales para apoyar el modelo teórico.
Estos resultados son muy alentadores hacia nuevos estudios que,
aprovechando el presente trabajo, tienen como objetivo proporcionar una

visión ampliada de la complejidad dada por el fascinante mundo de las olas de
agua.
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Abstract
The main aim of this thesis is to shed light about the influence that partial
reflection (one of the most common cases encountered both in field and
laboratory studies of water waves) exerts on a wave field where regular
waves are present alone and under the action of following or opposing wind.
We have analyzed experimentally and theoretically the flow field of paddle waves, paddle waves plus following wind and paddle waves with opposing wind under partial reflection conditions in laboratory, in terms of free
surface elevations, velocities and stresses.
For the theoretical and experimental analyses of the flow field, we consider velocities and free surface elevations as a superposition of a mean
(current), a periodic (wave) and a turbulent (fluctuating) component.
A theoretical model for the periodic (wave) component is developed by
means of a perturbation scheme considering the wave field as a superposition of an incident, a reflected and a bound wave. The phase shift between
the incident and the reflected wave is included in the analysis. The theory
yields an analytical formulation of the wave components of velocities and
stresses, and a spatial variation of the mean water level. The model also
predicts the principal stresses, as well as the angle of the principal axes, of
both the Reynolds wave and turbulent stress tensors.
The wave flume used for the experimental activity provides a complete
control of the generated and reflected wave conditions, and is used to investigate the influence of partial reflection on the main variables of interest,
i.e. velocity and free surface elevation, and the combined effect of regular
waves and wind action.

We measure velocity and free surface elevation in two different sets
of experiments: in the first series, paddle waves and paddle waves plus
following wind are observed and studied; in the second series, paddle waves
with opposing wind are observed and studied.
Data analysis allows a complete representation of the experimental velocities, stresses and free surface characteristics of the flow field. Time
average yields the mean components, phase average yields the wave (periodic) components, while the residual part (after time and phase average)
represents the fluctuating components. A spectral filter is also used for the
separation of the free surface elevation component attributed to the paddles
(wave) and to the wind (turbulent). Several analyses of velocity and free
surface data are performed to quantify the experimental contributions of
the separated components.
The discussions of the two series of experiments show separately the
main results of the activities, and the final conclusions offer a unified vision
of the advances brought by this thesis in the wide scenario of swell and
wind waves interaction under partially-reflective conditions.
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Introduction
Water covers most of the entire surface on the Earth. At the interface between water and atmosphere, surface gravity waves manifest themselves at
different scales, varying from ripples (dominated by capillarity) to planetary
waves (governed by earth rotation, gravity, latitude and ocean depth). The
interaction with atmosphere determines the exchanges of heat, momentum,
gas and in general can modify the global balance of substances relevant for
humans, like carbon dioxide (CO2 ), in air and water.
Several researchers have investigated and analysed the vertical momentum flux in surface gravity waves subjected to the action of wind, shoaling
or decay. The vertical momentum balance is important in order to determine the exchanges of chemicals, sediments and pollutants, which take
place at the air-sea interface. Although it is not clear how the momentum is
transferred from air to water (and vice versa), theoretical models which describe the interaction of wind and water have been developed to shed light
on the mechanisms responsible for wave growth and attenuation (Phillips,
1957; Miles, 1957; Longuet-Higgins, 1969a). Wind waves and swell are
probably the most common and prominent for human activities, with wave
periods T of 1–25 s. Usually, swell comprises waves that are fully developed
and propagate far from their generation area, generally showing a regular
behavior if compared to early-stage growing waves. As any other free water
surface, swell can be subjected to the action of the wind, potentially coming
from any direction.
In the past, a special attention was given to the study of swell waves
under the action of wind blowing in the same direction. Longuet-Higgins &
1
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Stewart (1960) derived an analytical form to describe the evolution of the
short wave shape on long waves crests (shorter and steeper) and troughs
(longer and lower). Phillips (1963) showed from a theoretical point of view
how short waves breaking on a longer wave crest can subtract energy causing an attenuation of the long wave, and Longuet-Higgins (1969b) described
a maser-like mechanism of energy transfer from shorter to longer waves using the radiation stress concept. Hasselmann (1971) states that the long
wave attenuation due to dissipation represents the difference between the
positive work done by the interaction stress, defined as the transfer of momentum between the mean motion and the wave field, and the loss of
potential energy due to the mass transfer. Then, Garrett & Smith (1976)
pointed out that the correlation between the generation of short waves and
the orbital velocity of long waves, assumed zero by Hasselmann, can cause
a positive (negative) momentum transfer from shorter to longer waves in
case of following (opposing) wind. Experimental works (see, e.g., Mitsuyasu & Honda, 1982; Hsu & Hsu, 1983; Thais & Magnaudet, 1996; Grare
et al., 2013) and field campaigns (Dobson, 1971; Snyder et al., 1981) report
that swell (or monochromatic waves, in laboratory) energy is generally increased when ruffled by following wind, while wind-generated waves and
their growth are attenuated or suppressed when superimposed to longer
waves (Belcher et al., 1994; Donelan, 1987; Chen & Belcher, 2000). Sullivan
& McWilliams (2010) gave an overlook of the main effects of water waves
coupling with adjacent wind and currents, while Deigaard & Nielsen (2018)
studied the mechanisms of energy and momentum transfer between wind
and waves, distinguishing between the spatial and the temporal growth.
Cavaleri et al. (2007) underlined the role of the wind stress modulation,
which works against the wave orbital velocity and should be added to the
long wave energy rate of change. The overall result is that long waves
would be amplified when propagating in the same direction of the wind,
and attenuated when waves and wind are in opposite direction.
Wind-following swell waves represent just one of the possible states of
the sea. In reality, wind faces swell from all directions when weather conditions change rapidly in time and space, as in tropical cyclones. Dobson
(1969), in their Appendix 2 noticed that wave groups were damped by an
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adverse wind, and encouraged further works to study the reason of the observed damping, due to the important role that this effect may have in wave
weather forecasting. Stewart & Teague (1980) measured the interaction of
swell and wind offshore of Galveston Island, Texas, for a distance of 80 m.
They observed a wave growth as a function of the angle to wind, and the decay for swell propagating against the wind by both radar and wave staffs.
Young & Sobey (1985) conducted experiments for evaluating specifically
the wave field of mechanically-generated waves superposed to an opposing
wind. They found that (i) the rate of decay of the long wave is proportional
to the square of the wave slope and the ratio between wind and wave phase
speed, and (ii) the Reynolds wave horizontal normal stress (computed from
velocity measurements) is the most relevant component which causes the
decay of the long wave in opposing winds. Donelan et al. (1997) measured,
amongst other quantities, the directional spectra of waves in ocean, observing that counter- and cross-swell waves (with respect to wind direction)
can yield drag coefficients much larger than in case of pure wind. Peirson
et al. (2003) carried out experiments with monochromatic waves propagating against an opposing wind, measuring the long wave attenuation. They
found that the magnitude of long wave growth rates due to following wind
forcing is approximately 2.5 times smaller than the magnitude of wave attenuation rates due to comparable opposing winds.
It is known that waves approaching coasts always encounter reflective
conditions due, amongst others, to shoreline or anthropogenic structures
like breakwaters, making reflection and its effects almost ubiquitous. Stewart & Teague (1980), in their field campaign, estimated a reflection coefficient (the ratio between the reflected and the incoming wave energy) larger
than expected, i.e. about 1%, and were surprised that even natural beaches
with mild slope could cause a measurable wave reflection. Peirson et al.
(2003), in their laboratory investigation, described some difficulties during
experiments since the wave field was contaminated by wave reflection, addressing the problem by positioning a polyethylene sheet at the two sides
of the tank. They affirm that the measured reflection was finally less than
2%, even though they do not specify the analysis followed for the evaluation
of the reflection. Generally, vertical breakwaters reflect more than 70% of
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the incoming wave energy, while rubble-mound breakwaters ≈ 30 − 40%.
However, it is not well understood how relevant the perturbations due to
reflected components are when compared to the other quantities involved
in the process, thus there still lacks a uniform path towards the inclusion
of reflective conditions in wave models. Notice that, in natural environments, perfect (complete) reflection does not exist and we should speak
always about partial reflection. Coastal areas are one of the most common
places where waves are partially reflected; for long waves, partial reflection
involves all the continental shelf areas. Ardhuin & Roland (2012) showed
that including a coastal reflection parametrization in a phase-averaged wave
model is necessary to reproduce the relatively broad directional spectra, and
that the steepness of the shore plays a fundamental role in this process. Yu
& Mei (2000) showed that, when some reflection appears from the shore, in
some condition the outgoing wave exhibits more energy than the incident
wave, increasing the hazards to the beach. Partial reflection also affects
sediment transport and bed forms, contributing to the structural change of
the bottom boundary layer, and its effects can be particularly relevant in
shallow water. Partial reflection of regular wave groups gives a high-order
contribution to the steady shear stress, introducing a further scale in a flow
field already controlled by several effects (Sánchez-Badorrey et al., 2009);
also, it could induce toe erosion and the generation of rhythmic bed forms
(Sánchez-Badorrey et al., 2008). It means that the sediment transport
mechanism can be significantly influenced by the presence of progressive
(incoming) and retrogressive (reflected) wave trains. In particular, their
interaction can enhance scouring and favor the failure of break waters and
protective structures (Baquerizo & Losada, 1999a). Partial reflection also
modulates nonlinear water waves, which combined to the action of currents
change the intensity of sediment transport (Ribberink et al., 1995).
Research on local effects of partial reflection can be easily extended to
larger scales. Understanding the main features of the interaction between
air and water provides a great step in advance to predict global phenomena, like climate change, which influence man life and Earth environment.
We infer that partially–reflected waves also influence the ocean circulation
patterns and can affect exchanges of chemicals (like carbon dioxide), in
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particular in continental shelves. Several techniques have beeen developed
since the sixties to obtain quantitative estimates of CO2 in the ocean (Park,
1969; Dickson et al., 2007), noticing that the ocean plays a main role for
the atmospheric CO2 concentration, acting like a tank capable of retaining
CO2 in deep waters (Bopp et al., 2002; Le Quéré et al., 2003).
It is widely accepted that continental shelves have a prominent role
in the carbon and nitrogen global cycle. Even though direct observations
hardly give enough reliable information, biogeochemical model-based simulations reveal the importance of shelves in nitrogen sinking and carbon
fluxes to the open ocean deep waters (see Fennel, 2010). The fluxes at the
sea-atmosphere interface of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and oxygen due
to anthropogenic perturbations of the environment are particularly relevant
in the coastal ocean (Mackenzie et al., 2011). Several elements suggest that
continental shelves may have turned into a net sink for CO2 during postindustrial times, even though air–water CO2 fluxes are subjected to large
uncertainties (50% or more) in coastal waters, due to the complex physics
and to the heterogeneity (and lack) of the data (Bauer et al., 2013). High
uncertainty in the global CO2 budget estimates can also be attributed to
the biased distribution of local studies, and to the different definitions of the
continental shelf domain given by different studies (Laruelle et al., 2010).
However, the global trend of model-based evaluations yields a more CO2
density flux at the continental shelves (−0.7 to − 1.2 mol C m−2 yr−1 ) than
at the open ocean (−0.5 mol C m−2 yr−1 ), with a relevant contribution of the
arctic shelves to the global CO2 uptake (−0.07 Pg C yr−1 ). These results
rely on advanced models, which calculate air-water gas fluxes by means
of global data about direct CO2 measurements of surface ocean and of
available temperature, salinity, and wind speed field data (Laruelle et al.,
2014). To date, however, the use of global models is still debated. It is
demonstrated (Fiechter et al., 2014) that coarse resolution may not represent effectively ocean circulation, wind-driven upwelling, coastal currents.
Coastal ocean processes should be modeled with high-grid resolution to
include the direction of CO2 transfer (from or to the water), and the effects of mesoscale eddies, which affect the CO2 fluxes in continental shelves
(Lachkar et al., 2007; Borges, 2005).
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The extensive literature about air-sea interaction research (and its interdisciplinarity) highlights the great importance that this subject has for human life. But answers and discoveries given so far still remain controversial
and are accompanied by serious doubts and uncertainties. The work of this
thesis is inspired by the need to shed light on this subject.
For our analysis, the variables of interest of the wave field (velocity and
free surface elevation) are described as a linear superposition of a mean, a
periodic and a fluctuating component. This view of the flow field is usually
called triple decomposition (see, e.g. Phillips, 1966; Thais & Magnaudet,
1995) and it is useful to separate and evaluate the single effect of each component. Horizontal and vertical velocities are written as u = u + u
e + u0 , and
w = w+w
e + w0 , where the overline is time average (mean component), the
tilde is phase average (wave-induced or periodic component) and the prime
is fluctuation or turbulence. When time and phase averages are applied to
the horizontal momentum equations, the shear stress in the vertical results
as the combination of several correlations (or covariances) between mean,
periodic and fluctuating component. Among them, the interest is focussed
on the term −e
uw,
e which is defined as Reynolds wave shear stress, velocity
correlation (between the horizontal and vertical velocity) or velocity covariance. In the absence of sinks or sources, for progressive waves which
propagate over a rigid flat bottom in uniform depth this term is always
null, because from linear potential theory of water waves the horizontal
and vertical periodic velocities u
e and w
e are 90◦ out of phase (in quadrature). However, several studies demonstrated that, in different conditions
of the wave field, the velocity covariance is different from zero. For instance, Deigaard & Fredsøe (1989) showed that, in dissipative water waves,
the efficiency of vertical momentum transfer and the fluxes of energy can
be explained by a non-null contribution of −e
uw,
e due to the change of the
wave conditions in the propagating direction of the waves. In particular,
the Reynolds wave shear stress exhibits a linear profile in the vertical for
dissipative conditions near the bottom and near the surface. (De Vriend
& Kitou, 1991) derived analytically a linear profile of the Reynolds wave
shear stress by including some wave-effects into a three-dimensional current model. Rivero & Arcilla (1995) introduced the oscillatory vorticity
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we
eω , where the vector ω
e is perpendicular to u and w, in order to explain
the out-of-quadrature velocity covariance which can emerges from several
sources. For irrotational flows, their results are consistent to those of other
researchers. See also the experimental study of irregular waves on a sloping
sand bottom conducted in De Serio & Mossa (2013). Olfateh et al. (2017)
focussed their study on the velocity correlation −e
uw,
e and reported contradicting experimental and field results in literature. They showed existing
variegated data of the Reynolds wave shear stress and that its contribution to the momentum transfer under regular and wind generated waves
vary in sign and intensity. They put the attention on the role of reflection
in laboratory activities, in addition to possible contamination due to secondary recirculation cells in the experimental channels. They also derived
a theoretical relation to explain the behaviour of the Reynolds shear stress
and its spatial variation, but they do not include the phase shift between
the incoming and reflected wave trains and averaged their results in the
horizontal. The lack of a universal approach to the problem is a sufficient
reason to encourage further studies of reflection effects on the wave field.
Experiments and analyses of this thesis are thought to yield a better
comprehension of the wave field contaminated by reflection. In particular,
it concerns with an analytical and experimental study of the interaction
between wind and paddle-generated waves affected by reflection. One of
the aims of this work is to analyse how different reflective conditions influence the flow field in the water side, and to compare reflection-induced
stress with other forcing terms (such as turbulence). Wind and regular paddle waves are generated, together and separately, in an ocean-atmosphere
interaction flume, which allows active absorption in order to obtain the reflection desired for each experiment. The possibility of generating a desired
reflection in the wave field allows a complete assessment and quantification
of the reflective effect on the wave field.
The particular type of flume used for experiments of this work represents a step in advance in studying physical models of complex phenomena.
A complete control of wave generation and reflective conditions for a sufficient long time gives the chance to observe, investigate and analyse the
flow field in a way that it is not possible to reproduce in standard facilities
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and in field campaigns. The scenario of investigation can be simplified,
giving the tools to separate the effects of the single factors which occur in
natural environment, where local morphology, bottom dynamics, currents
and other elements also influence the overall dynamics of flow field and
sediment transport mechanism. The general evolution of the sand bottom
is strongly influenced by small changes in the wave field, where the interaction of incoming and partially-reflected waves play a fundamental role
also on the dynamics of the bottom boundary layer. We remind that bed
forms, like ripples and sandbars, grow up and evolve as answer to the small
perturbations which reach and propagate on the moving bed.
In this framework, the emerging of additional stresses (like the term
u
ew),
e the spatial modulation of the mean water level and other phenomena are experimentally observed and theoretically derived. Furthermore,
wind in the same and in opposite direction can be superposed to the paddle waves, and the interaction between wind and reflection is investigated
yielding to novel observations.
The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 1, the theoretical approach used for the analytical derivation of the quantities observed is presented. In Chapter 2, the experimental set-up, the tests and the instrumentation used are described, including the techniques used for data analysis
and the related uncertainty. In Chapter 3, results about the influence of partial reflection on the wave shear stress and the mean water level are shown,
for only-paddle waves and paddle waves with wind blowing in the same
direction. In Chapter 4, the effects of partial reflection on paddle waves
opposing wind are reported, confirming the correct approach of Chapter 3
and showing new results. Finally, the general conclusions of the thesis and
considerations for future works are given.

Chapter 1

Theory
This chapter includes the study by Addona et al. (2018). A perturbation
scheme for the calculation of the wave velocity potential is developed, considering the wave field as the superposition of an incident, a reflected and
a bound wave. An analytical form of the periodic velocities and stresses
(including the phase shift between and the reflected waves) is obtained. By
means of the radiation stress concept, a spatial variation of the mean water
level can be calculated. The analysis is also extended to the Reynolds wave
and turbulent stress tensors, in terms of the principal stresses and angle.

1.1

Regular waves under partial reflection conditions

In this theoretical treatment only the periodic components are considered,
following the analysis by Goda & Abe (1968) for water waves under partial
reflection conditions which propagate over a flat bottom. We make use of
the Stokes waves theory, expressing the free surface elevation and the velocity potential in terms of harmonic series. The potentials of a progressive and
a reflected wave can be written as a linear combination of the independent
potentials. However, non-linear effects require a third component which
represents the interaction term, often described as “bound” wave because
9
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it is nondispersive in frequency. The wave velocity potential Φ and the free
surface displacement η of an incoming and a reflected finite-amplitude wave
train are
Φ = Φi + Φr + Φb , η = ηi + ηr + ηb ,
(1.1)
where i, r and b are the “incident”, “reflected” and “bound” components,
respectively. We introduce the small parameter  = ai , equal to the incident
wave amplitude, to expand in series the wave potential as
(0)

(1)

Φi = Φi + 2 Φi + O(3 ),
2 2 (1)
3
Φr = Kr Φ(0)
r + Kr  Φr + O( ),

Φb =

(1)
2 Φb

(1.2)

+ O(3 ),

and the free surface elevation as
(0)

ηi = ηi

(1)

+ 2 ηi

+ O(3 ),

ηr = Kr ηr(0) + Kr2 2 ηr(1) + O(3 ),
ηb =

(1)
2 ηb

(1.3)

+ O(3 ),

where Kr is the ratio of the reflected wave amplitude to the incident wave
amplitude. The potentials of the incident and the reflected waves satisfy
the classical differential problem

Φ,xx + Φ,zz = 0, −h < z < η, ∀x,







1
2
2
gη + Φ,t +
(Φ,x ) + (Φ,z )
on z = η,
2
(1.4)


Φ,z = η,t + η,x Φ,x
on z = η,




Φ,z = 0 on z = −h,
with the additional conditions of water mass conservation over a wave
length L
Z 2π/k
η(x, t)dx = 0,
(1.5)
0
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and periodicity both in time and space
∇Φ(x, z, t + 2π/ω) = ∇Φ(x + 2π/k, z, t) = ∇Φ(x, z, t),

(1.6)

where x − z is the reference system (the horizontal and vertical coordinate,
respectively) with the origin at the still water level (z = −h is the rigid
flat bottom), g is gravity acceleration, t is the time, T is the wave period,
ω = 2π/T is the radial frequency and k = 2π/L is the wave number. The
comma in the subscript stands for the partial derivative.
To the second order, the solution reads
ηj = aj cos(kj x − ωj t + ϕj )+
a2j
[3 coth3 (kj h) − coth(kj h)] cos[2(kj x − ωj t + ϕj )], (1.7)
4kj
for the free surface elevation, and
Φj =

aj ωj cosh[kj (z + h)]
sin(kj x − ωj t + ϕj )+
kj
sinh(kj h)
3a2j ωj [coth4 (kj h) − 1] cosh[2kj (z + h)]
×
8
cosh(2kj h)
sin[2(kj x − ωj t + ϕj )] −

a2j ωj2
4 sinh2 (kj h)

t, (1.8)

for the wave potential, where j = i, r, ϕj is an initial phase shift (when x and
t are null) and the dispersion relation ωj2 = gkj tanh kj h holds. Equations
(1.8–1.7) can refer to the incident and the reflected wave component by
substituting ki = −kr ≡ k, ar = Kr ai , ωi = ωr ≡ ω and specifying the
initial phases ϕi and ϕr , respectively. We also define θi = kx − ωt + ϕi and
θr = kx+ωt−ϕr , with their sum θi +θr = 2kx+ϕi −ϕr (time-independent)
and difference θr − θi = 2ωt − ϕi − ϕr (space-independent).
The solutions for the bound wave potential and the bound free surface
elevation are obtained by imposing that Φ and η satisfy the system of
differential equations (1.2–1.3), with components expressed by equations
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(1.2–1.3), and the conditions (1.5-1.6). The result to the first order is null,
while to the second order reads
Kr a2i ω
[3 + coth2 (kh)] sin(θr − θi ),
4
ηb = Kr ka2i coth(2kh) cos(θi + θr ).
Φb =

(1.9)

Notice that bound wave potential does not contribute to the velocity field
since it only depends on t, and that ηb does not depend on t, i.e. the bound
wave is stationary.
The horizontal u
e and vertical w
e velocities are computed by differentiating the wave potential:
u
e(x, z, t) ≡ Φ,x =

gai k cosh[k(z + h)]
(cos θi − Kr cos θr ) +
ω
cosh(kh)
3 ga2i k 2 cos[2k(h + z)]
[cos(2θi ) − Kr2 cos(2θr )],
4 ω cosh(kh) sinh3 (kh)
(1.10)

w(x,
e z, t) ≡ Φ,z =

gai k sinh[k(z + h)]
(sin θi − Kr sin θr ) +
ω
cosh(kh)
3 ga2i k 2 sinh[2k(h + z)]
[sin(2θi ) − Kr2 sin(2θr )].
4 ω cosh(kh) sinh3 (kh)
(1.11)

where the tilde identifies the periodic (wave-induced) component of the velocity. We see the wave potential solution of equation (1.8) does contribute
to the second-order orbital velocities, represented by the second term of the
R.H.S. of equations (1.10–1.11). The instantaneous free surface elevation
results
ka2i
[3 coth3 (kh) − coth(kh)]×
4
[cos(2θi ) + Kr2 cos(2θr )] + Kr ka2i coth(2kh) cos(θr + θi ). (1.12)

η(x, t) = ai (cos θi + Kr cos θr ) +

13

1.2. Radiation stress for water waves in partially-reflective condition

If only the linear contribution is considered in equation (1.12), we find
nodes and antinodes at xn = mL/4 − (ϕi − ϕr )L/(4π), and xa = mL/2 −
(ϕi −ϕr )L/(4π), m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , respectively. Including the second-order
components, the antinodes and nodes fluctuate around the sections at xn
and xa .
From equations (1.10–1.11), a time average of the covariance −e
uw
e results
−u
ew
e = Kr gka2i

sinh[2k(z + h)]
sin(θi + θr )+
sinh(2kh)
9 2 3 4 sinh[4k(h + z)]
K gk ai
sin(2θi + 2θr ). (1.13)
16 r
sinh6 (kh) sinh(2kh)

For progressive waves, horizontal and vertical velocities are 90◦ out of phase
and their averaged product is null. When reflection is present, the velocity
correlation is different from zero, with maximum values achieved in case
of total reflection (Kr → 1). From equation (1.13), the sinusoidal spatial
variation of −e
uw
e supports a variation of the mean water level, also at the
first order. We take advantage of the radiation stress concept to evaluate
the mean water level.

1.2

Radiation stress for water waves in partiallyreflective condition

We follow the analysis by Longuet-Higgins & Stewart (1964) to evaluate
the wave-induced component Sxx of the radiation stress as
Z

ζ

Sxx =

(p +

ρe
u2 )dz

Z

−h

Z

p0 dz ≡
−h

ζ

−h

0

−

ρe
u2 dz

Z

0

Z
(p − p0 )dz +

+
−h

ζ
(1)
(2)
(3)
pdz ≡ Sxx
+ Sxx
+ Sxx
, (1.14)

0

with ζ = ζ + η, where ζ represents the mean water level, p and p0 are total
and hydrostatic pressure, respectively.
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The first contribution in equation (1.14) is
(1)
Sxx

Z

ζ

ρe
u2 dz

=
−h

Z

0

≡

ρe
u2 dz

0

Z

ρe
u2 dz =

≡
−h

−h


ρga2i [2hk + sinh(2hk)] 
1 + Kr2 − 2Kr cos (θi + θr ) ≡
4 sinh(2hk)


E
(G + 1) 1 + Kr2 − 2Kr cos (2kx + ∆ϕ) , (1.15)
2
where we introduce the incident-wave energy density E = ρga2i /2 and the
term G = 2kh/ sinh(2kh). The integral in the domain [0, ζ] is of higher
order and has been neglected, and the time mean operator has been transferred to the argument of the integral since the two extremes of integration
−h and 0 do not depend on time.
The second contribution in equation (1.14) is
(2)
Sxx

Z

0

(p − p0 )dz,

=

(1.16)

−h

and requires the knowledge of the pressure. The pressure can be evaluated
by considering the vertical flux of momentum, which yields
p − p0 =

−ρw
e2

Z
−ρ
0

z

∂e
uw
e
dz + ρgζ,
∂x

(1.17)

hence
(2)
Sxx
=


ρga2i [2hk − sinh(2hk)] 
1 + Kr2 + 2Kr cos (θi + θr ) +
4 sinh(2hk)
1
ρga2i Kr [1 − 2hk coth(2hk)] cos (θi + θr ) + ρghζ ≡
2


E
(G − 1) 1 + Kr2 + 2Kr cos (θi + θr ) +
2
EKr [1 − 2hk coth(2hk)] cos [θi + θr ] + ρghζ. (1.18)
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The third contribution in equation (1.14) is evaluated by assuming a hydrostatic pressure in [0, ζ], equal to p = ρg(ζ − z), hence


1
1
(3)
Sxx
= ρgζ 2 ≡ ρga2i Kr2 + 1 + 2Kr cos (θi + θr ) ≡
2
4

E 2
Kr + 1 + 2Kr cos (θi + θr ) , (1.19)
2
2

where a term ∝ ζ has been neglected.
Upon substitution of all terms in equation (1.14) yields


1
Sxx = E G +
(1 + Kr2 ) − EGKr cos(θi + θr ) cosh(2hk) + ρghζ. (1.20)
2
From conservation of momentum along x, it follows that, in the absence of
a forcing, momentum cannot accumulate and Sxx is equal to its horizontal
average (along x) over a wave length. Hence equation (1.20) becomes


1
Sxx = E G +
(1 + Kr2 ).
(1.21)
2
For progressive waves (Kr → 0) it reduces to


1
,
Sxx = E G +
2
and in case of total reflection Kr = 1 (standing waves)) it yields


1
Sxx = 2E G +
,
2

(1.22)

(1.23)

which collapses to the result in Longuet-Higgins & Stewart (1964).

1.2.1

Mean water level

Partial reflection conditions induce a modulation of the wave shear stress
−ρe
uw
e along x. This modulation supports a variation of the mean water level ζ, which can be computed from equation (1.20) by imposing the
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balance between the two last terms on the right-hand side:
ζ = ka2i Kr coth(2kh) cos (θi + θr ) + const.

(1.24)

The mean water level, as the velocity covariance, has a spatial modulation along x with minima and maxima that are not necessarily in the nodes
and in the antinodes. The constant can be evaluated by imposing mass conservation in a finite length channel, and is negligible for long channels (long
with respect to the wave length of the waves). In the limit Kr → 1 and
∆ϕ = 0, equation (1.24) reduces to the expression given in Longuet-Higgins
& Stewart (1964).

1.3

Reynolds stress tensor principal axes

The wave-induced components yield, in the Reynolds averaged Euler equations, a periodic (wave) Reynolds stress tensor of the second order, which is
diagonal only for progressive waves. For two-dimensional partially-reflected
waves, the Reynolds wave stress tensor is a matrix of the form
"

#
u
e2 u
ew
e
.
u
ew
e w
e2

(1.25)

The density of the water ρ is omitted since it is constant in our experimental
conditions.
We can diagonalize the second-order tensor (1.25) to obtain the maximum and minimum principal Reynolds wave stresses in the x − z plane,
defined as
v
!2
u
u
eu
e+w
ew
e u
u
eu
e−w
ew
e
2
t
σ
ei =
±
+u
ew
e ,
(1.26)
2
2
with i = max, min represent the maximum (sign +) and minimum (sign −)
stress, respectively. At the first order, by means of equations (1.10–1.11–
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1.13) we obtain:

σ
ei =

gka2i
1 + Kr2
cosh [2k(z + h)] − Kr cos(θi + θr )±
sinh(2kh)
2
2

1 + Kr2
− Kr cosh [2k(z + h)] cos(θi + θr ) +
2
1/2 !
2
2
2
Kr sin (θi + θr ) sinh [2k(z + h)]
. (1.27)

We can also calculate the principal angle, which is the angle that the
principal stresses form with x and z. By definition, the principal Reynolds
wave angle reads
!
1
2e
u
w
e
α
ep = tan−1
.
(1.28)
2
u
eu
e−w
ew
e
The analytical form of αp follows from straightforward substitution of
all terms in equation (1.28):


2Kr sinh(2hk) sinh[2k(h + z)] sin (θi + θr )
1
−1
. (1.29)
α
ep = − tan
2
1 + Kr2 − 2Kr cosh [2k (z + h)] cos (θi + θr )
Analogously to the Reynolds wave stress tensor, we can define a Reynolds
turbulent stress tensor, which involves turbulent velocities and reads:
"

#
0 u0
0 w0
ug
ug
.
0 w0 w
0 w0
g
ug

(1.30)

In this thesis we do not explicit an analytical formulation for the turbulent
fluctuations and stresses. However, the relation 1.26 yields:
v
!2
u
u ug
0 u0 + w
0 w0
0 w0
g
2
ug
t 0 u0 − wg
0
0 w0 ,
σi =
±
+ ug
(1.31)
2
2
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with i = max, min. Following equation (1.28), the principal angle of the
Reynolds turbulent principal stresses reads:
!
0 w0
g
1
2
u
αp0 = tan−1
.
(1.32)
2
0 u0 − w
0 w0
g
ug

Chapter 2

Experiments and
methodology
2.1

Facility

A series of experiments were carried out in the Ocean-Atmosphere Interaction Flume (CIAO), located at IISTA (Andalusian Institute of Earth
System Research) - Universidad de Granada. The wave flume is 16–m long
and 1–m wide with rectangular cross-section, is designed for water depth
of ≈ 70 cm and has two piston-type paddles (wavemakers) at the two ends.
The two paddles can generate and absorb waves in both directions, with a
wave period from 1 to 5 s and a wave height up to 25 cm, and are equipped
with an active wave absorption system with a feedback control, in order to
reach the desired reflective conditions. The description of the active absorption system and its principles of operation can be found in Lykke Andersen
et al. (2016). A current-generation system, constituted by two pumps external to the CIAO, can supply longitudinal currents up to 0.75 ms−1 between
the two paddles, in both directions. The upper part of the flume is closed
by a wind tunnel, which has two fans in a closed-circuit system for wind
generation up to 12 m s−1 . On the roof of the wind tunnel, a rain generator is installed at a mid section of the flume and can supply rain with
19
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intensity between 75 and 300 mm h−1 . The four components (wave, wind,
current and rain generators) work independently from each other, and the
entire system is designed to study one precise condition or combinations of
more. For the experimental activity of this thesis, we used the wavemakers
to generate/absorb regular waves and the two fans of the wind tunnel for
the superposition of wind to the paddle-generated waves. Current and rain
generators were kept off during all the experiments.
A sketch of CIAO from different perspectives is shown in figure 2.1.
Measurements of the wind speed were performed with a Pitot tube, which
was far 9.2 m from paddle 1 and 6.8 m from paddle 2, at six different heights
from the still water level to reconstruct the air velocity profile. Eight UltraLab ULS 80D acoustics wave gauges (US) were employed for water level
measurements along the flume, in two different configurations: (i) configuration a, with a larger spacing between the US to cover the spatial variation
of free water surface in the entire channel; configuration b, with a narrow
spacing to analyse free surface in closer sections. Velocity under waves was
measured with a two-component Laser Doppler Velocimeter (2D-LDV) by
TSI Inc., with fiber-optics probe. The 2D-LDV was used to investigate the
velocity profile in water between still water level and the bottom, in the
range permitted by material obstacles. For some experiments, the LDV
probe was set at the same measurement section varying the reflective conditions, while for others the probe was moved in the longitudinal direction
to study the spatial variation of the velocity field maintaining similar experimental conditions, i.e. reflection parameters and paddle wave characteristics.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Side view of the experimental set-up for larger US spacings (configuration a). (b) Side view of the experimental set-up for narrow US spacings
(configuration b). (c) Top view of the flume (configuration a). (d) Cross view of
the flume. No wind blockage was observed in proximity of paddle 2, indicating
good performances of the closed-circuit wind tunnel.
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Velocity field
Instruments and technology

A TSI two-dimension Laser Doppler Velocimetry (2D-LDV) was used to
measure the velocity field for paddle waves and paddle waves with wind.
An INNOVA70 Series water-cooled Air-Ion laser was used as source, with
maximum power of 5 W. Ten points below the water surface were acquired
along one measurement section for each test. An ISEL traverse system
allowed remote-controlled displacements in longitudinal (x) and vertical (z)
directions of the LDV probe, with possibility of manual movements along y.
The LDV probe was horizontal, with the axis in crosswise (y) direction. The
system measured two orthogonal components: horizontal velocity along x
through Channel 1 (Green light, wavelength λg = 514.5 nm) and vertical
velocity along z through Channel 2 (Blue Light, wavelength λb = 488 nm).
Figure 2.2 shows a sketch of the LDV system.
Measurements were conducted in Non-Coincidence mode, which means
that the particles detected from the two lights (Green and Blue) may differ.
The power of the laser was set at 2.2 W for all tests. The data rate varied
between hundreds to over one thousand hertz. For all experiments (except
for one), the measurement section coincided with the position of one US,
depending on the test. In this way velocities and water levels are obtained
for the same section at the same time. Only in one case it was not possible
to move the LDV probe below one US measurement section, for the finite
range of motion of the traverse system.
Spherical glass particles with nominal diameter D = 8 − 12 µm were
used to seed the measurement volume during the tests in order to increase
data rate and enhance data quality. The seeding system was composed by
9 small tubes displaced at different quotes attached to an inclined support,
with injecting part oriented in y direction. Tubes were connected to an
external tank, fixed outside the flume above the water level, thus seeding
was provided by gravity.
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Figure 2.2: Positioning of the LDV system (probe and traverse) during measurements.
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Uncertainty in velocity measures

Several sources of uncertainty can arise in the LDV system. First, the data
rate is not constant. It causes in general a velocity bias, since particles
with higher velocities have higher probability to cross the measurement
volume. Another source of velocity bias is represented by an inhomogeneous
distribution of tracer (in our case, the particles injected). We solved this
type of velocity bias by interpolating the raw measured data with a fixed
time interval.
Uncertainties can be also attributed to errors in the individual velocity
measurements, occurrence of velocity gradients in the measurement volume,
the presence of errors in the optical system, the resolution of the detector
and the signal processing. These may be viewed as noise adding up to the
wide bandwidth electric noise from stray light (reflections or scattering of
laser light from walls, windows or optical components), the photomultiplier
and the associated electronics. These effects are evaluated by the data sheet
of the instrument, which quantifies the velocity accuracy in an error of less
than 0.5% of measured velocity.
Another error may derive from the non-orthogonality between the laser
probe and the crystal wall of the flume. The main effect is to underestimate
or overestimate the velocity component, depending on the orientation of the
rotation with respect to the real velocity vector. For a mainly 2D flow, it
can be demonstrated that the expected uncertainty is (at most) ≈ 0.5% of
the measured value. Considering all the possible sources of error, an overall
instrumental uncertainty less than 1% of the measured value is expected.

2.2.3

Measurement and signal processing

Pre-processing
In order to improve the performance and accuracy of the LDV system, a
pre-processing of the signal is needed, mainly for two reasons: non-fixed
data rate and outliers in the output signal.
As remarked in §2.2.1, a varying time interval between two subsequent
measures causes velocity bias, and the problem is solved by interpolating
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the raw signal on a fixed time stamp. We choose, as the fixed sampling
time interval, the inverse of the mean data rate (the ratio of the number
measures to the sampling time), approximated to the third decimal.
The Flowsizer software (produced by TSI) is used to analyse the scattering of lights given by particles which cross the measurement volume and
are captured by the optical system. The software takes advantage of several
filters, which assess the quality of the received analog signal, in order to validate the acquisitions and obtain a good Signal-to-Noise ratio. The points
validated are returned as velocity signals to the user. However, at very high
data rate, outliers may overcome the software algorithm and some spikes
appear. To avoid that problem and eliminate any outliers, the despiking
method developed by Goring & Nikora (2002) and modified by Mori et al.
(2007) is performed for LDV measurements.
Triple decomposition technique
Horizontal and vertical velocities, measured by 2D-LDV and filtered in preprocessing, are analysed through a triple decomposition technique. Each
velocity signal is split into 3 parts (see Hussain & Reynolds, 1970):
v(x, z, t) = v̄(x, z) + ṽ(x, z, τ ) + v 0 (x, z, t)

(2.1)

representing, in order, a mean, a periodic and a fluctuating component. The
mean component is taken as the time average of the whole measurement:
v̄(x, z) =

1

Z

Tacq

Tacq

v(x, z, t)dt,

(2.2)

0

where Tacq is the sampling time for an acquisition point, and it is always
a multiple of the paddle wave period T . Then, the periodic (organised)
velocity is obtained by the phase average of the measured velocity, after
subtracting the time average component:
ṽ(x, z, τ ) = hv − v̄i =

Nw

1 X
v(x, z, τ + nT ) − v̄(x, z) .
Nw
n=1

(2.3)
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where T is the regular wave period and Nw is the number of waves recorded
during one measurement.
The turbulent (fluctuating) component is calculated as the residual part
after time and phase averaging:
v 0 (x, z, t) = v(x, z, t) − v̄(x, z) − ṽ(x, z, t).

(2.4)

Velocity covariance
After the decomposition, the time average of the experimental correlations
(covariances) between horizontal u and vertical w velocities, for fluctuating
and periodic components, reads:
Z
1 T
vel vem (x, z) =
vel vem dt,
(2.5)
T 0
Z
1 T
0
0
vel vm (x, z) =
vel vm
dt,
(2.6)
T 0
Z Tacq
1
0 0
0
g
0
(2.7)
vg
vl vm (x, z) =
l vm dt,
Tacq 0
with l, m = 1, 2 for, respectively, horizontal and vertical velocities. By
0 =v
definition, the mixed correlations are null, uel vm
el u0m = 0.
Covariance between horizontal and vertical velocity is not null for water
waves under partial reflection conditions, and causes additional stresses
and interactions that modify the global momentum transfer. The terms
calculated through 2.5 represent the experimental evaluation of the waveinduced velocity covariance in our tests.
Quadrant analysis
The quadrant analysis is a technique to get more information about momentum transfer from the turbulent boundary layer to the outer flow, and
viceversa (Wallace, 2016). This technique consists of a characterization of
the turbulent field by considering the permanence of the fluctuating velocities u0 and w0 in the four quadrants, defined by the sign the fluctuating
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Figure 2.3: Turbulent velocities decomposition in 4 quadrants. Ejection and sweep
are considered as the momentum transfer in the boundary layer with low-speed
and high-speed fluids, respectively.

components. We make use of the definitions usually adopted in previous
literature: (i) ejections are outward movements of fluid from the boundary
at low speed; (ii) sweeps are high-speed movements of fluid towards the
boundary. In particular, for our reference system, we have ejections when
u0 < 0, w0 < 0 and sweeps when u0 > 0, w0 > 0 (see Figure 2.3). The other
two possible conditions, u0 < 0, w0 > 0 and u0 > 0, w0 < 0, are defined
in a more generical way as inward and outward interactions, respectively.
Referring to the topic of this thesis, the quadrant analysis is conducted
to get insight of turbulent Reynolds shear stresses both in air and water
boundary layers in the presence of wind-generated waves (see, e.g., Longo
& Losada, 2012; Longo, 2012).
Several studies observed that ejections and sweeps are the main contributor to the transfer of momentum and turbulent kinetic energy in the
turbulent boundary layer (Kline et al., 1967; Wallace & Brodkey, 1977; Li &
Bou-Zeid, 2011). In order to determine the dominant motion, we split the
contribution of each quadrant to the total shear stress. The event-averaged
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shear stress is defined as
Nj
1 X 0 0
Sj =
u wi j ,
Nj

j = 1, . . . , 4,

(2.8)

i=0

where Nj is the number of samples belonging to the jth quadrant. The
average stress of the jth quadrant is
u0 w0

j

Nj
1 X 0 0
=
uw j,
N

j = 1, . . . , 4

(2.9)

where N is the total number of samples. Equation (2.9) can also be written
as
Nj
u0 w0 j =
Sj , j = 1, . . . , 4
(2.10)
N
where the ratio Nj /N is the relative permanence of the event in the jth
quadrant, and the total shear stress results
u0 w0 =

4
X

u0 w0 j .

(2.11)

j=1

The introduction of a threshold for the analysis of the results can be
helpful in the description of bursting, which includes highly-intermittent
and also explosive events which carry most of the momentum from the
boundary layer to the mean flow (and vice versa). We consider the events
that satisfy the following relation:
0
u0 w0 > M u0rms wrms
,

(2.12)

where the parameter M determines the threshold. Considering a fixed
threshold, the concentration of the jth quadrant is
j
CM
=

N
1 X j
φM,i ,
N
i=1

(2.13)
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with the coefficient φjM,i defined as
φjM,i


=

0
1 if u0 w0 > M u0rms wrms
and belongs to the jth quadrant
0 otherwise

(2.14)

Thus, we can define the phasic-averaged Reynolds shear stress for the jth
quadrant as
PN
j
0 0

j
i=1 (u w )i φM,i
0
0
d
,
(2.15)
uw
=
PN j
M
i=1 φM,i
and the time-averaged Reynolds shear stress as
j
u0 w0 M

N
j

1 X 0 0 j
j
0 w0
.
ud
=
u w i φM,i = CM
N
M

(2.16)

i=1

Equation (2.16) can be expressed as stress fraction in non-dimensional
form
j
j
= u0 w0 M /u0 w0 ,
FM
(2.17)
which yields
4
X

F0j = 1.

(2.18)

j=1

2.3
2.3.1

Free surface and water waves
Instruments and technology

Eight ultrasound acoustic sensors (USS635, UltraLab ULS 80 D, General
Acoustics), here also called US, are used along the flume to measure the
water surface level. The working range of US is 60 to 350 mm, with a
repetition rate of 75 Hz, a technical nominal resolution of 0.18 mm and
reproducibility equal to ±0.15% of the measured value. Each measurement
is the average level over the area of intersection of the ultrasonic conic beam
(a circular area with a few centimeters of diameter) and the free surface.
A scheme of a working US is shown in figure 2.4(a).
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The instrument is set to get an analog output between 0−10 V. The relation between voltage (in V) and distance (cm) is linear: z(V ) = a+CC ·V ,
where a is the offset, CC the angular coefficient of the calibration curve and
V is the signal (in volts). The calibration points are obtained by setting
the US probe at a known height, measuring the output for ten seconds
and estimating the mean value of the output voltage, at four vertical coordinates for each US. An example of the resulting calibration parameters
and deviations of the measured points with the linear interpolation curve
is shown in figures 2.4(b–c). Deviations are always within the instrumental
error. The software used for data acquisition (calibration and experiments)
was LabVIEW.
The use of ultrasound probes presents the advantage to be non-invasive,
i.e. there is no direct contact between the measurement field (water domain)
and the instrument. This is important because in this way we are sure that
the presence of US does not affect the measurements, and for that reason
US probes are chosen for water level measures in our experiments instead of
other typical instruments, such as resistance probes. However, US probes
may have also some disadvantages: (i) temperature gradients can influence
the propagation speed of the ultrasonic wave packets, and it can affect the
measures; (ii) when the probe is not sufficiently vertical or the water level
is too steep, the echo of the ultrasonic wave packets can be lost; (iii) the
US probe measures the distance between the probe and the water surface,
but does not identify the presence or the absence of spray and bubbles.
The first problem was not present during the execution of our experiments
since the working range of the instrument (6 − 35 cm) is sufficiently limited
to avoid strong temperature gradients. Part of the second issue was solved
by verifying the verticality of the probes just before the realization of the
experiments. It was not possible to control the steepness of random waves,
but a check of the signal after the despiking technique assured that the
water level conditions did not affect the quality of the measurements. The
last problem was avoided since micro-breaking of the water waves, which
happened occasionally for strong wind conditions, has a negligible entrainment of air. Other possible sources of measurement errors are addressed
during the pre-processing of the data.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic description of an ultrasound probe (US). (a) A working
US in the field of measurement . (b) A US calibration curve, measured points
(diamonds) linearly interpolated (solid line). (c) Deviations of the experimental
points from the calibration curve, in percentage.
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For the experimental activity, the eight US were displaced in two configurations along the wave flume: the first had a larger spacing between the
US, and aimed at measuring the spatial variation of the wave field in the
entire channel (configuration a); the second, with a narrow spacing, aimed
to analyse the wave field in closer sections (configuration b). Each US
had its own support, a transversal steel cylinders with diameter φ ≈ 4 cm
positioned 30 or 90 cm above the still water level. The description of the
wind profile distortion due to US supports, in the range considered for air
velocity measures (0 − 30 cm above the still water level), concerns the air
velocity profile and is discussed later in this Chapter.

2.3.2

Uncertainty in free surface measures

The uncertainty on US derives mainly on its reproducibility. In the working
range 60−350 mm, the maximum error due to reproducibility and technical
resolution is 0.0015 × 360 + 0.18 = 0.72 mm. Another source of error can
be the misalignment between the US probe and the vertical. It can be
shown that an inclination of 1◦ , which is feasible in laboratory experiments,
yields at most to an overestimation of 350(1/ cos 1◦ − 1) = 0.05 mm. By
considering all the possible sources of error, the maximum instrumental
error which we expect in our experiments is ≈ 0.8 mm.

2.3.3

Data analysis

Pre-processing
US are suitable tools for detecting water surface elevation, since they are
non-invasive and have good accuracy. However, a pre-processing of the raw
signal is always recommended to improve the quality of the acquired data.
US raw signals can be affected by outliers due, for example, to the
proximity of the probes and to the steepness of the water surface, which are
common conditions for tests in wave channels. To avoid this inconvenient
in our data, the raw signal acquired during the experiment was filtered in
two steps: first, a moving-average was applied in the time domain, then the
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same despiking algorithm used for LDV measurements was used in order
to remove the remaining outliers.
Reflection analysis
Reflection plays a relevant role in water waves, in particular during laboratory activities, where the finite length of the experimental apparatus may
have a strong influence on the wave field. In general, it is more appropriate
to speak about partial reflection, since during experiments usually part of
the wave energy is absorbed by passive or active systems.
The evaluation of the partial reflection conditions during the experiments is an essential part of the work of this thesis, because we want to
investigate the influence that different reflection conditions exert both on
velocities and levels of the flow field. Reflection parameters are estimated
by using the Baquerizo’s method (see Baquerizo, 1995). It is an extension of the method by Mansard & Funke (1980) and separates incident and
reflected waves by means of three US set in different positions along the
flume. For certain wave gauges spacings (not discussed here), the method
may have large uncertainties, but the configurations which could give that
problems were known and avoided. The three sensors used to estimate the
reflection parameters were taken adjacent to the LDV measurement section. The method can be applied to regular and irregular waves, and for
irregular waves the analysis is based on a narrow band around the peak frequency (0.5 < f /fpeak < 1.5) of the signals, which is the frequency with the
highest power spectral density. The software used for the reflection analysis
evaluates: i) the reflection coefficient Kr , defined as the ratio between the
reflected and the incident wave energy; ii) the phase shift ∆ϕ = ϕi − ϕr ,
which represents the difference between the initial phase of the incident and
the reflected waves; iii) the incident wave height Hi .
For progressive waves (i.e., in the absence of reflection), Kr and ∆ϕ are
trivially null. In case of perfect reflection, for instance when waves impact
on a fixed impermeable vertical wall, boundary conditions yield Kr = 1
and ∆ϕ = 0, which means that one antinode is at the wall section. A nonnull phase shift ∆ϕ 6= 0 causes a shift of nodes and antinodes along x, see
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equation (1.12). In our application of the Baquerizo’s method, the phase
shift reveals the distances between the first US used for reflection analysis
and the nearest antinode.
In all the present experiments with waves generated by paddle and
wind (intrinsically are random waves), the analysis of the spectrum gave
fpeak ≈ 1/T in the limits of data uncertainty and resolution, confirming that
the process is dominated by the paddle waves with a minor contribution
of the wind generated waves. The wave period T is evaluated by spectral
analysis and the wavelength L derives from the linear dispersion relation
ω 2 = gk tanh kh. We were aware of the fact that the wave speed (or length)
may be affected by wind or wind generated current, but the comparison
between the theoretical model, whose wave length k was calculated from the
linear dispersion relation, and the experimental measurements suggested
that the linear dispersion relation was sufficiently accurate to be used in
our analysis.
Periodic and wind wave characteristics
The analysis of the paddle- and wind-waves characteristics can be performed in time and frequency domain.
In time domain, the signal is split into three components (a timeaveraged, a phase-averaged and a fluctuating component), using the triple
decomposition technique described in §2.2.3. The mean (time-averaged)
component represents residual currents developed in the wave flume (even
in the absence of wind), the phase-averaged contribution is attributed to
the action of the periodic (paddle) wave, and the fluctuating contribution
is attributed to the action of the wind. A zero – (up)crossing analysis is
performed taking the mean water level as zero. In this way we can obtain the average, the root mean square, the significant, the minimum and
the maximum wave height and period, for paddle waves and wind waves
separately.
In frequency domain, it is not necessary to apply the triple decomposition technique as before. The Fast Fourier Transform of US data is
used to have the spectrum of the signal, i.e. the distribution of the wave
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Figure 2.5: Paddle and wind waves spectra. The periodic component is in the
frequency band 0.5 < f /fpeak < 1.5, while the fluctuating component is in the
frequency domain f > 2.22 fpeak . (a) Paddle waves plus following wind (PpW),
in blue experiments PpW1–4 (active absorption) and in red experiments PpW5–7
(passive absorption). (b) Paddle waves with opposing wind (PoW), experiments
PoW1–5.

energy density over the frequency. In this case, paddle waves and wind
waves are separated by using a spectrum filter. In particular, the periodic
component is obtained by filtering the spectrum in the frequency band
0.5 < f /fpeak < 1.5, while the fluctuating component is extrapolated by a
high-pass filter with a threshold of 2.22 fpeak . In figure 2.5, it is shown the
spectrum windowing for paddle and wind-generated waves, with no overlap
between the two components. Following this procedure, we can estimate
wave height, crest, trough and period of the paddle waves and the wind
waves.
From the comparison between the statistical (in time) and spectral (in
frequency) analyses, the differences individuated were not significant. Thus,
the results of the spectral analysis was used to characterize wave height and
period.
Also the mean water level can be evaluated experimentally, either for
filtered or unfiltered signals. The time average of US signal yields the
experimental mean water level ζ, which is compared with the theoretical
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model derived in §1.2.1.
Theoretical phase celerity of wind-generated waves
The theoretical phase celerity of a potential wave at the first order is represented by the linear dispersion relation ω 2 = gk tanh kh. Once the angular
frequency ω is known, k is obtained from the dispersion relation and the
phase celerity computed as c = ω/k. Since the spectral analysis allows
the separation of the wind from the periodic component, as a first approximation we assume that wind-generated waves propagate with the peak
frequency of the high-pass-filtered spectrum (the periodic component is
disregarded).
However, in order to use the linear dispersion relation derived from potential theory, we must be sure that the hypotheses of the linear wave theory
still hold. This is not true for random waves, so the previous dispersion
relation is corrected considering non-linear effects of sheared currents measured in the wave flume. To include the effects of the mean flow, the phase
celerity is calculated according to the model by Swan & James (2000). They
developed an analytical relation through a perturbation analysis, where the
wave steepness  = ka is the small parameter determining the power series
expansions. The technique is valid for small amplitude waves and for all
current profiles, and deals with weak currents. For the experiments of this
work, the current profile is approximated by a third-order polynomial as:
u(z) = Az 3 + Bz 2 + Cz + D,

(2.19)

where the coefficients A, B, C and D are obtained from best fitting of the
experimental velocities. In equation (2.19), no-slip condition is imposed at
the bottom. For the particular case represented by equation (2.19), the
phase celerity calculated from Swan & James (2000) results:
r
g
tanh kh + D + c1 ,
(2.20)
c=
k
C
B
3A
C
c1 = − tanh kh + 2 − 3 tanh kh −
sech2 (kh), (2.21)
2k
2k
4k
4k tanh kh
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where c1 is a second order correction due to non-linear interactions between
wave and current.

Experimental phase and group celerities of wind waves

The experimental phase celerity of the wind waves, as well as the group
celerity, can be evaluated through the US signals. The cross-correlation
technique reported in Longo (2012) is used. The temporal lag ∆τ between two adjacent sensors is evaluated from the highest peak of the crosscorrelation function. Since the distance ∆x between the two sensors is
known, the phase celerity between two probes is computed as cexp (x) =
∆x/∆τ . It represents the averaged value of the phase celerity (with x
representing the medium point) between the two US.
The experimental group celerity is calculated from the Hilbert transform of the cross-correlation function between two US signals. For narrowbandwidth wind waves, the time lag of the wave group ∆τg refers to the
maximum of the cross-correlation envelope (see Bendat & Piersol, 2000).
Then, the experimental wave group celerity is evaluated as cg,exp (x) =
∆x/∆τg (see figure 2.6).
In order to use the cross-correlation technique, the following conditions
should hold: i) a strong coherence is reached between signals of two adjacent probes (as a rigid translation of waves with constant shape); ii)
non-linear interactions are negligible. These two assumptions are respected
also for wind waves, within the experimental uncertainties, when US spacing is sufficiently limited (of the order of half the wind wave length). That
condition has been verified by comparing the probe spacing ∆x with the
wind wave length Lpeak associated to the peak frequency, assuming as an
approximation the linear dispersion relation.
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Figure 2.6: Normalised cross-correlation (solid line) between two subsequent US
measurements for one of the experiments, and the envelope (dashed line). ∆τ is the
time lag of the cross-correlation function, to be used for the experimental phase
celerity evaluation, and ∆τg is time lag of the envelope (see Bendat & Piersol,
2000).

2.4

Wind

A Pitot tube was installed approximately at a mid section of the flume
to measure four wind velocity above the free water surface. The signal
was acquired for ≈ 60 s with a data rate of 1 kHz. For each wind velocity,
six points were measured in the vertical coordinate z, whose zero is the
still water level. Four values of rotation rates (revolutions per minute,
RPM = 40, 60, 80, 100%) of the wind generators, controlled by a software,
are converted in wind velocity measured by the Pitot tube (in m s−1 ), at
each vertical point.
During some initial experiments, the US supports were at 30 cm above
the still water level (condition US-down). As wind approaches the quote of
the US supports, the resulting air velocity profile diverges from the expected
log-profile of air blowing over water. Thus, for the following experiments,
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the supports were located at 90 cm above the still water level, where their
presence was much less significant (condition US-up). The air speed profiles
for the two cases are shown in figure 2.7.
The air velocity shows a logarithmic profile for the US-up condition,
while the US-down condition has a log-profile only close to the air-water
interface. The log-law used for interpolation is the Prandtl-Karman distribution U (z) = u∗a log(z/z0 ), where the parameters u∗a and z0 are the
friction velocity and the aerodynamic roughness length, respectively. Since
most of the interaction processes take place at the air-water boundary layer,
i.e. in proximity of water, we choose u∗a to characterize the wind velocity
according to the log-law distribution. The logarithmic profile shows good
agreement with the measured points and u∗a looks representative for the
wind speed in both US-down and -up conditions (see figure 2.8). For some
experiments, a different value of RPM was chosen for wind generation. In
that case, the reference velocity was calculated by linear interpolation from
the two closer values.
The uncertainty in the measurements of the Pitot tube derives from the
formula used to obtain the air velocity U :
p
U = Cc V − V 0 ,
(2.22)
where Cc = 14.267 m s−1 V−1 is the calibration coefficient, V (in volts) gives
the differential pressure when wind is generated, and V0 (in volts) is the
Pitot signal when the wind generator is off. If we assume Cc as a constant,
we calculate the uncertainty propagation on U as:


∆U
1 ∆V + ∆V0
=
,
(2.23)
U
2
V − V0
where ∆U , ∆V and ∆V0 are uncertainties on U , V and V0 , respectively.
If we estimate ∆V and ∆V0 from the standard deviation σ of the signal
with a probability fixed at 95%, we have ∆V = 2σV and ∆V0 = 2σV0 . The
standard deviation is calculated from ensemble average of the signal, with
1000 values for each ensemble. The relative uncertainty for all the measured
points, with different velocity and elevation, are reported in Figure 2.9. It is
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Figure 2.7: Velocity profile for different rotation rates: RPM = 40, 60, 80, 100% of
the maximum rotation rate of the two fans which generated wind (RPM stand for
“revolutions per minute”). (a) Air velocity profile with US supports 90 cm above
the still water level (US-up). Solid lines represent the wind-log profile, while the
dashed lines are the asymptotic velocities (uniform above the log-profile). Diamonds represent experimental values; filled symbols indicates the vertical coordinate where the log-profile stops and the constant profile starts. (b) Air velocity
profile with US supports 30 cm above the still water level (US-down). Solid lines
are the log-profile (considering only the two points closer to the water); symbols
are experimental values. The log-law used for both figures is the Prandtl-Karman
distribution U (z) = u∗a log(z/z0 ), where u∗a is the friction velocity and z0 the
aerodynamic roughness length.
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Figure 2.8: Estimated friction velocity u∗a as a function of the rotation rate.
Symbols represent experiments: diamonds are estimated in US-up condition, while
crosses in US-down condition.

evident that uncertainties are bigger near the water surface for US-up, while
for US-down (where we expect more fluctuations near the US supports)
uncertainties are bigger at z ≈ 30 cm. The mean relative uncertainties on
the measured value for US-up and US-down are 8% and 15%, respectively.
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Figure 2.9: Relative air velocity uncertainty ∆U/U as function of the height above
the still water level z. Diamonds represent US-up condition, while crosses represent
US-down condition.

2.5
2.5.1

Scalings
Dynamic scaling

A correct dynamic scaling between laboratory (the model) and field (the
prototype) requires the analysis of the similarity. The problem we are analyzing can be described in terms of nine variables: velocity, length, time,
density, viscosity, tension surface, pressure, fluid compressibility and gravity acceleration. A group of three of the variables are independent and
the problem can be expressed as a function of six non dimensional groups,
namely Reynolds, Froude, Weber, Strohual, Euler, Mach numbers (see,
e.g., Massey, 1971). The similarity requires the equality of these groups
between the model and the prototype, hence three degrees of freedom are
left. However, by using water in the laboratory experiments and in the
presence of the same gravity acceleration, five constraints are added (viscosity, density, tension surface, bulk compressibility have the same values
if dealing with the same fluids in the model and in the prototype) and the
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complete dynamic similarity is forbidden. A partial similarity is achieved
by neglecting Reynolds number in the hypothesis that it has minor effects
(especially in the air boundary layer), neglecting the Weber number in the
hypothesis that curvature of the air-water interface is limited (i.e., there
is a limited steepness ka of the waves), neglecting the Mach number in
the hypothesis that aerated breaking does not occur. In these conditions
a Froude similarity can be adopted, with a length
√ and a pressure scales
equal to λ, a velocity and a time scales equal to λ. Strouhal and Euler
similarity is also satisfied. By assuming that λ = 1 : 16, an incident wave
height Hi = 5 cm and period T = 1.6 (a laboratory condition used in this
thesis) is modelling a swell with height Hi = 0.80 ± 0.02 m and T = 6.4 s
ruffled by a local wind of 38 m s−1 .
We notice that the Reynolds and the Weber number independence is
not exactly fulfilled, and some scale effects are expected in transforming the
experimental outcomes into field values, with a distortion larger for decreasing length scale λ. Also the Mach number irrelevance is not guaranteed in
the presence of breaking or micro-breaking, possibly with air inclusion in
the water.
We think that uncertainty in reflection conditions in the field (close to
the coast) and directional waves could outweigh the scaling errors, and that
laboratory experiments are still a good approximation of what happens in
the field, even though it is out of the scope of this thesis to conduct a
rigorous analysis on that topic.

2.5.2

Scales

We choose to scale all velocities with respect to Ht T −1 , where Ht the total
wave height and T is the period of the regular wave. When LDV probe is
co-located with a wave gauge (all tests except for one), Ht represents root
mean square value Hrms from the statistics of the corresponding sensor.
For the other cases (different LDV sections), the total wave height Ht is
evaluated as (see Vı́lchez et al., 2017; Baquerizo & Losada, 1999b; Baquerizo
et al., 1997):
p
Ht = Hi,rms 1 + Kr2 + 2Kr cos(2kx + ∆ϕ),
(2.24)
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where Hi,rms is the root-mean-square height of the incident wave.
For some experiments, the theoretical and experimental mean water
levels ζ are scaled with a2i kKr , where ai = Hi /2 is the incident wave amplitude, in order to obtain a non-dimensional wave amplitude equal to 1.

2.6

Uncertainties

Quantifying errors and uncertainties related to measurements is crucial
in research activities, especially in laboratory. In this work, we evaluate
uncertainty for theoretical relations and for experimental acquisitions in two
different ways: i) an ensemble average for measured data, ii) a Montecarlo
simulation for analytical expressions.

2.6.1

Uncertainty of the measured data

Free surface levels are acquired during each LDV measurements, hence a
series of ten independent measures for each experiments is available. It
yields the evaluation of the statistical estimators (mainly average and variance) for the parameters of interest as ensemble averages. This procedure
is followed for wave characteristics and also for reflection parameters.
For the data referred to single horizontal and vertical velocities, we split
the sample into ten sub-samples, with the statistical estimators evaluated
as ensemble average. For velocity correlation (which gives normal and shear
stresses), we consider the product between horizontal and vertical velocities as a new variable, then follow the same procedure of a single velocity
measure. The mean values are used as best estimators for the theoretical
curves.

2.6.2

Uncertainty of the theoretical values: the Montecarlo
simulation

The theoretical model developed in Chapter 1 reports the analytical form of
the investigated quantities, i.e. the water level, velocities and stresses. For
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all the mathematical relations, the confidence interval is evaluated through
a Montecarlo simulation with a population of 104 samples.
In applying Montecarlo analysis to our experiments, gravity acceleration
g and wave number k are considered as constant values, while reflection parameters (Hi , Kr and ∆ϕ) and h are considered stochastic with a Gaussian
distribution. Mean and variance of the reflection parameters are related
to the average and standard deviation of the measured values, respectively
(uncertainty evaluation for experimental values is treated in §2.6.1).

2.7

Realization of the experiments

The experimental study covers the following cases in a two-dimensional
wave field: only-Paddle waves (P), Paddle-plus-Wind waves propagating
in the same direction (PpW) and Paddle-opposing-Wind waves (PoW).
Table 2.1 describes the main characteristics of the experiments. Several
reflective conditions, wind velocities and paddle waves were tested to obtain
a broad range of data. However, the characteristic of each experiment did
not change during one acquisition. Each experiment started after reaching
a stationary condition, and lasted 330 s.
During the P experiments, only the two paddles were activated to generate and absorb either a first or a second order Stokes wave. For some
experiments, the reflective conditions imposed to the system varied and
the LDV probe position was fixed. For others, the reflective conditions
were fixed and the LDV probe position was changed, in order to investigate
the spatial variation of the velocity field. One experiment was realized with
a passive absorption system (a dissipative linear beach), due to a temporary
default of the active absorbing system.
For PpW waves experiments, a first order Stokes wave was generated
and absorbed, and wind varied for each test. For some tests, a passive absorption system was used to change randomly the reflective conditions. The
LDV section was maintained in the same position for all the experiments.
The protocol of the experiments was the following: the two wavemakers
were activated first, and the two fans were turned on after that a station-
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Main characteristics
1st /2nd order paddle wave, active/passive absorption, different Kr , same LDV section.
1st order paddle wave, active absorption,
same Kr , different LDV section.

Paddle

Paddle plus Wind

Paddle opposing Wind

1st order paddle wave, active/passive absorption, same Kr , different wind, same LDV section.
1st order paddle wave, active absorption, different Kr , same wind, same LDV section.
1st order paddle wave, active absorption,
same Kr , same wind, different LDV section.

Table 2.1: General description of the experiments.

ary wave field was obtained (a few minutes). US and LDV acquisitions were
started only when both wavemakers and wind flow were active and stable.
All the PoW experiments had the same wind conditions. The paddle
wave was always monochromatic with constant period and height. For some
experiments, the reflective conditions fixed and the LDV probe section was
changed along the channel. For other experiments, the reflective conditions
imposed to the system varied but the LDV section was fixed. The same
protocol already described for PpW experiments was followed. In addition,
in the PoW experiments the acquisition of the US signals started well before
the activation of the fans, in order to observe the evolution of the water
surface (including the reflection parameters) with and without wind.

Chapter 3

Paddle waves and paddle
waves plus following wind
In this Chapter, only-paddle waves and paddle waves ruffled by wind blowing in the same direction of propagation of the waves are studied. The waves
propagate on a flat bottom, are non-breaking and regular. The analysis
conducted here is based on the observation of the free surface displacement
and the fluid velocity.
Free surface elevation measurements are used for data analyses and comparison. A reflection analysis necessary to obtain the reflection parameters
is conducted on the basis of free surface data in three sections, following the
method described in §2.3.3. A phase average of the free surface yields the
wave shape for the different experiments. By high-passing the free surface
elevation, the separation between wind waves and swell is obtained and
the statistics for wind waves are performed and analysed. The mean water
level, which is derived theoretically in §1.2.1, is compared agains the one
obtained from the experiments.
Velocity data collected through the LDV technique are used for several analyses. The mean horizontal and vertical velocities are calculated by
time-averaging the LDV data over an integer number of waves. An out–
of–quadrature of the periodic (wave) velocity components derived from the
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theoretical analysis of Chapter §1; is experimentally investigated and confirmed. Reynolds wave normal stresses are also analysed and compared to
the theoretical values. The Reynolds turbulent normal and shear stresses
are calculated from the fluctuating components of the velocity, and a quadrant analysis is performed to characterize some features of the turbulent
structure. The Reynolds wave stress tensor is studied to compare the measured and theoretical principal stresses and the angle of the principal axes,
while the Reynolds turbulent stress tensor is estimated, with the computation of the principal stresses and the angle of the principal axes.
A discussion on the results closes the Chapter.

3.1

Experiments

The experiments were conducted in the CIAO of the IISTA, Universidad de
Granada. For these experiments, only-paddle and wind-plus-paddle generated waves were analysed, with air blowing in the same direction of paddle
waves propagation (defined as “following wind”). The control system of the
wave generator was used to change the reflection coefficient and the phase
shift between incident and reflected components.
A Pitot tube was used for measurements of the wind speed above the
free surface, while water surface levels were acquired with eight ultrasound
probes located along the flume. In the water side, fluid velocities were
measured with the fiber-optics probe of a two-component Laser Doppler
Velocimeter. The facility and the instruments used for the acquisitions are
described in detail in Chapter §2.
The experiments analysed in this Chapter are listed in Table 3.1, and
the parameters were obtained through the statistical analysis of the free
surface measurements and reflection analysis.
Paddle waves (P) and paddle waves with following wind (PpW) were
generated in the wave flume for a total of eighteen experiments.
First, eleven P experiments were conducted. Tests P1–7 were carried
out with the larger US spacings configuration represented in figure 2.1(a),
while the remaining four tests (P3a–e) were conducted with the narrower
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Expts
P1
2p
3a
4
5s
6s
7s
3b
3c
3d
3e
PpW1
2
3
4
5p
6p
7p

u∗a
x
Hi
(cm s−1 ) (cm) (cm)
0
70 5.5 ± 0.1
0
76 7.5 ± 0.3
0
76 5.7 ± 0.1
0
76 5.9 ± 0.2
0
76 7.9 ± 0.1
0
76 7.4 ± 0.1
0
76 7.1 ± 0.1
0
122 5.7 ± 0.1
0
105 5.6 ± 0.1
0
90 5.6 ± 0.1
0
58 5.6 ± 0.1

Ht
(cm)
6.1 ± 0.1
8.6 ± 0.1
4.5 ± 0.1
3.0 ± 0.1
3.6 ± 0.1
4.2 ± 0.1
6.1 ± 0.1
6.7 ± 0.1
5.7 ± 0.1
5.2 ± 0.1
4.2 ± 0.1

T
(s)
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
2
2
2
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

0.11 ± 0.01
0.33 ± 0.01
0.27 ± 0.01
0.56 ± 0.01
0.74 ± 0.01
0.50 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.01
0.25 ± 0.01
0.25 ± 0.01
0.25 ± 0.01
0.25 ± 0.01

∆ϕ
(rad)
3.14 ± 0.04
2.23 ± 0.02
0.91 ± 0.03
0.69 ± 0.04
0.72 ± 0.01
0.83 ± 0.01
1.40 ± 0.11
0.87 ± 0.09
0.86 ± 0.01
0.94 ± 0.09
0.93 ± 0.05

5.2 ± 0.1
5.4 ± 0.1
5.3 ± 0.1
5.5 ± 0.1
7.6 ± 0.1
7.2 ± 0.1
6.9 ± 0.1

6.2 ± 0.1
6.4 ± 0.1
6.2 ± 0.1
6.5 ± 0.1
8.9 ± 0.1
8.1 ± 0.1
7.9 ± 0.1

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

0.11 ± 0.01
0.12 ± 0.01
0.11 ± 0.01
0.11 ± 0.01
0.34 ± 0.01
0.30 ± 0.01
0.30 ± 0.01

2.97 ± 0.09
2.88 ± 0.10
2.67 ± 0.06
2.58 ± 0.03
2.23 ± 0.02
2.05 ± 0.02
1.95 ± 0.01

24.0
34.4
40.8
40.7
38.4
43.6
54.7

70
70
70
70
76
76
76

Kr

Table 3.1: Statistical parameters of the present experiments, P are “Paddle generated waves” and PpW “Paddle plus Wind generated waves”. u∗a is the air friction
from Pitot measures, x is the LDV measurement section along the channel (with
respect to the first sensor used for reflection analysis, i.e. US3), see Figure 2.1a.
Hi stands for the incoming wave height, Ht represents the total wave height as
defined in equation (2.24), T is the wave period, Kr and ∆ϕ = ϕi − ϕr are the
reflection coefficient and the phase shift, respectively. Experiments P3a–e were
done with the same regular wave and reflective conditions but different sections of
fluid velocity measurement (x = 76, 122, 105, 90, 58 cm, respectively). Superscripts
s and p stand for a second order generation and a passive absorption, respectively.
All the other experiments were conducted with an active absorption system and a
first order generation.
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US spacings of figure 2.1(b). During tests P1, P3a–e and P4, monochromatic paddle waves were generated with active absorption. Tests P2 differs
from the other tests with only-paddle waves generation because it was performed with a passive absorption system, consisting of a dissipative beach
with linear profile inclined ≈ 45◦ to the bottom. Tests P5–7 were conducted
for regular second order paddle waves, to check the method used here for
reflection evaluation one order higher. Tests P3a–e refer to a wave with
the same characteristics (amplitude, period and reflection parameters), but
different position of the LDV measurements along x.
Then, seven tests with regular waves ruffled by wind (Expts PpW1–
7) were carried out. All the PpW experiments were realized in the larger
US spacing configuration, see figure 2.1(a). Experiments PpW1–4 had
the same reflection conditions of experiment P1 (active absorption), while
experiments PpW5–7 had the same reflection conditions of P2 (dissipative
beach).
The LDV measurements section was co-located with a US sensor for all
the P and PpW tests, except for experiment P3e). Measurements of each
experiment lasted 330 s, a time interval judged sufficient for achieving the
consistency of the statistical estimators in our experiments. The quantity
Ht T −1 , where Ht is the total wave height and T is the wave period, is
chosen to scale all the velocities (see §2.5.2).

3.2
3.2.1

Analysis of the results
Wave shape

The first representative image of the wave field is the shape of the wave.
Thus, we performed a phase average of the water surface to reproduce
the wave shape in each test. Figure 3.1 shows the phase-averaged water
surface for P and PpW experiments at the LDV position, and represents
the wave shape in each test where the velocity field is measured. The wave
profile of the paddle waves (P) has, in general, a limited variability, with a
standard deviation of less than a tenth millimeter. In the presence of wind,
i.e. for experiments PpW, the variability is more pronounced and standard
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deviations are of several centimeters (the order of magnitude of the wind
waves riding the regular waves). We also notice a larger standard deviation
as wind velocity increases, that is what we observe in experiments PpW1
to 4 and PpW5 to 7, respectively. Furthermore, the asymmetry between
trough and crest shape increases for increasing Hi /L.

3.2.2

Wind waves statistics

The separation of the wind-induced component of the signal (wind waves)
is performed by applying a high-pass filter of the spectrum in the frequency
domain (see §2.3.3). In this way, we can estimate some main statistics of the
waves attributed to the wind for experiments PpW1–7. Figure 3.2 shows
the fetch-related growth of wave crests, troughs and heights. We notice that
for PpW1–4 (active absorption), wind waves grow for increasing fetch and
wind intensity. In addition, wave troughs and crests are almost symmetric
at lower wind speeds, while wave crests are slightly more pronounced for
higher wind speeds at larger fetches. For experiments PpW5–7, wind waves
height is constant at different fetches. The explanation can be that wind
waves are fully developed, with the balance between the momentum transfer
between air and water in equilibrium, or a balance is reached between the
net momentum transfer from wind to wave and from wave to water (through
wave breaking, for example). The analysis could also be affected by some
limits of the triple decomposition technique, that could fail in separating
adequately the wind waves from the paddle waves in these experiments.

3.2.3

Mean water level

A first assessment of the analytical model is based on the comparison between the theoretical and experimental mean water level. We theoretically
obtain the mean water level by means of equation (1.24), while the experimental mean water level (MWL) is evaluated by averaging the US signals as
described in §2.3.3. Figure 3.3 shows the results for P2–6 and for PpW5–7
experiments. We highlight that, for a finite-length flume, the experimental
mean water level (MWL) is very hard to be evaluated with accuracy, as a
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Figure 3.1: The wave profile of the experiments at the LDV position, obtained from the phase average of
the free surface data. Solid lines are phase-averaged values, while the dashed curves indicate one standard
deviation.
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Figure 3.2: Wave height (blue diamonds) for wind waves, estimated from the triple
decomposition of the free surface. Up-pointing and down-pointing red triangles
represent crests and troughs, respectively. Fetch origin is at the inflow section of
the wind (the end of the baffle in Figure 2.1a)
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Figure 3.3: Theoretical mean water level calculated from equation (1.24) (solid
line), and experimental values (symbols). Letters A-H in the upper left panel
represent the location of the ultrasound probes. Error bars are two standard
deviations.
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consequence of several factors. Above all: (i) the analytical model considers
an indefinite fluid domain along x, while in reality the boundary conditions
due to the finite length of the channel, which is less than 5 experimental
wave lengths, have a strong influence on the MWL values; (ii) water may
accumulate locally in between or behind the part delimited by the two
paddles, since there is no feedback system to fully respect mass conservation
in the fluid domain where the probes are located. Even considering these
two limits of the experimental conditions, the comparison is again fairly
good, with a peak–to–peak value well predicted by the theory and with a
satisfactory overlap between theory and experiments.
One recommendation could be finer spatial resolution (or moving gauge)
to reduce aliasing, that is exactly what has been done for experiments with
opposing winds (analyzed in chapter 4).

3.2.4

Mean velocity

Time averaging the LDV signal yields the mean component of the horizontal
and vertical velocities u and w, respectively.
Figure 3.4 shows the results of the mean velocities for P experiments
(paddle waves). The horizontal mean velocity u, which represents the mean
current in the wave flume, is negative and ≈ 0.5 · Ht T −1 for most experiments. The measured values of the mean vertical velocity w are in general
negative (except for P1), even though the trend is not well defined in the
vertical. We notice that the trend of experiment P2 differs significantly from
the others; since it was the one realized with passive absorption among the
P experiments, we attribute to the experimental absorption condition that
particular behaviour.
In the presence of following wind (figure 3.5), the horizontal velocity is
positive, i.e. cocurrent with the wind, near the free surface, while becomes
negative at lower levels. The trend of the measured vertical velocities can
be resumed in this way: w is negative near the surface and becomes positive
toward the bottom. The behaviour of both horizontal and vertical velocities is somewhat expected, since the wind acts on the surface with a shear
stress which causes positive horizontal velocity, and a pressure normal to
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Figure 3.4: Experiments P1–7, paddle waves. Mean horizontal u (red filled triangles) and vertical w (empty circles) velocities, non dimensional with respect to
the velocity scale Ht T −1 , where Ht is the total local wave height and T the wave
period. Error bars are one standard deviation.
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Figure 3.5: Experiments PpW1–7, paddle waves with following wind. Mean horizontal u (red filled triangles) and vertical w (empty circles) velocity, non dimensional with respect to Ht T −1 , where Ht is the total local wave height and T the
wave period. Error bars are one standard deviation.
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the free surface. Pressure gradients are related usually to forces, and at the
interface forces can act on the fluid also in the vertical direction causing
acceleration which in time means a non-null vertical velocity. In particular,
if the normal pressure is directed in average toward the bottom (negative
z), near the surface the fluid is accelerated producing negative vertical velocities. At lower levels, for mass conservation the signs have to be inverted.
Furthermore, other factors can influence both the horizontal and vertical
mean velocity, as the presence of cells inside the flume or secondary circulation in the transverse direction, perpendicular to x and z, which can
develop for the finite length of the channel. The wind waves which develop
are superimposed to the paddle waves and have a wave length of less than
≈ 10 cm. Thus, they influence the orbital motion for ≈ 5 cm, less than 10%
of the still water depth.

3.2.5

Variability of the Reynolds wave shear stress

The presence of reflection causes additional effects in the water field. Among
the others, the correlation between the horizontal and vertical velocities
induces the Reynolds wave shear stress −e
uw,
e with theoretical values calculated from equation (1.13) in Chapter §1 and experimental values obtained
from the data analysis described in §2.2.3.
Figures 3.6–3.7 show the comparison between the theoretical and experimental −e
uw
e in the vertical for P and PpW waves, respectively. For the
great majority of the experimental points, we observe the overlap between
the 95% confidence limits of the theoretical relation and the error bars.
Results from P experiments show that covariance can be either positive or
negative, quite large or small, depending on the phase lag between the incident and the reflected wave components and on the reflection coefficient.
PpW experiments show only a negative profile of the covariance, but we
expect that by changing the measurement section along the channel we
would have obtained different intensity and eventually even sign of −e
uw.
e
Our expectations derive from theoretical prediction of the vertical profile
of the Reynolds wave shear stress according to equation (1.13), which indicates that the −e
uw
e can assume positive or negative values depending
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on the reflective conditions (the parameters Kr and ∆ϕ) and the velocity
measurements section along the channel (coordinate x of Table 3.1). The
physical meaning of a different sign in the Reynolds wave shear stress is a
change in the direction of the momentum transfer, that is from the wave to
the wind when −e
uw
e < 0. The fact that some tests show a negative profile,
while others (like P5 and P6) exhibit positive vertical profiles, is coherent
with theoretical predictions. As a consequence, when reflection is present
even with low intensity, a single section is not representative of the entire
wave field (as illustrated also in Olfateh et al., 2017). We still remind that
the theory does not involve wind action, thus we are not surprised that
some points near the interface in experiments PpW (PpW4, PpW5 and
PpW6 in figure 3.7) are not well aligned with the theoretical predictions.
At this point, that would be useful to link back to the literature review,
in order to check if there is consistency or not with the present study. Figure 3.8 shows the comparison between the Reynolds wave shear stress of the
present thesis and some previous experimental works involving monochromatic and wind waves. We can see that the order of magnitude of the scaled
stresses are similar and, as expected, the sign can vary as a consequence of
the spatial variability of the velocity covariance u
ew.
e
Since the velocity covariance is modulated along x, our theoretical
model required further checks by repeating the LDV velocity measurements
at different sections along the flume (tests P3a–e). We chose to keep the
same nominal reflective conditions of test P3a to assess if only the spatial
uw.
e Figure
variation was responsible for change in the vertical profile of −e
3.9 reports the results of experiments P3a–e at different z levels. It shows
that the covariance −e
uw
e has a clear spatial variability along x (see Olfateh
et al., 2017).

3.2.6

Reynolds wave and turbulent stresses

The normal components u
eu
e and w
ew
e of the Reynolds wave covariance tensor can be theoretically derived and measured from data analysis. Figures
3.10 and 3.11 report the results of the Reynolds wave normal stresses in the
vertical (note the semi-log scale) for P and PpW experiments, respectively,
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Figure 3.6: Experiments P1–7, paddle waves. Measured (triangles) and theoretical
(solid lines) shear stress −e
uw
e compared in the vertical, non dimensional with
Ht2 T −2 . For test P2 also the turbulent shear stress (circles) is shown, note the
different scale. Error bars are one standard deviation, dashed lines 95% confidence
limits.
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Figure 3.7: Experiments PpW1–7, paddle waves plus following wind. Comparison
between theoretical (solid lines) and measured (triangles) −e
uw,
e non dimensional
with Ht2 T −2 . For experiment PpW2 also the turbulent shear stress (circles) is
shown, note the different scale. Error bars are one standard deviation, dashed
lines 95% confidence limits.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the vertical profile of the experimental non-dimensional
Reynolds wave shear stress −e
uw
e with previous works. Longo & Losada (2012),
only wind waves;
Olfateh et al. (2017), paddle waves plus following wind;
Cheung & Street (1988), paddle waves plus following wind; present experiment
P1, paddle waves without wind; present experiment PpW4, paddle waves plus
following wind.

Figure 3.9: Experiments P3a–e, paddle waves (same reflection, different LDV
position). Spatial variation of the velocity covariance −e
uw
e along x, at different z.
Symbols are experimental points, while solid lines are the theoretical values. Only
one level in two is shown for a better visualization.
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while figure 3.12 shows the results for P3a–e experiments (same reflective
conditions, different LDV measurement section). The experimental values
show good agreement with the analytical trend within the experimental uncertainties; however, when approaching the free surface, the normal stresses
tend to be overestimated by the theory, in particular for the horizontal components of the PpW experiments. This can be attributed to the presence of
wind, which enhances turbulence at the interface between air and water. As
a consequence, in the surface boundary layer the measured Reynolds wave
stresses do not strictly respect the theoretical model, since the analytical
formulation developed in this thesis takes into account only the wave
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Figure 3.10: Experiments P1–7, paddle waves. Comparison between measured
(symbols) and theoretical (solid lines) Reynolds wave normal stresses (note the
semi-log scale). Red and blue colors stand for u
eu
e and w
ew,
e respectively. Error bars
are two standard deviations, dashed lines 95% confidence limits.. All the values
are non dimensional with respect to Ht2 T −2 .
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Figure 3.11: Experiments PpW1–7, paddle waves plus following winds. Comparison between measured (symbols) and theoretical (solid lines) Reynolds wave
normal stresses (note the semi-log scale). Red and blue colors stand for u
eu
e and
w
ew,
e respectively. Error bars are two standard deviations. All the values are non
dimensional with respect to Ht2 T −2 .
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Figure 3.12: Experiments P3a–e, paddle waves. Comparison between measured
(symbols) and theoretical (solid lines) Reynolds wave normal stresses, note the
semi-log scale. Red and blue colors stand for u
eu
e and w
ew,
e respectively. Error
bars are two standard deviations. A confidence interval at 95% of the theoretical
values was calculated, but not shown for a better visualization of the results. All
the values are non dimensional with respect to Ht2 T −2 .
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potential terms and does not consider any further contribution.
The measured Reynolds turbulent stresses are calculated from the velocity covariance analysis of the turbulent components (see 2.2.3). Figures
0 u0 and w
0 w 0 of the Reynolds
g
3.13 and 3.14 show the normal components ug
wave stress tensor for P and PpW experiments, respectively. For only0 u0 as the dominant
paddle waves, turbulence is almost isotropic with ug
term (exception for test P7s ), and the non-dimensional stresses increase for
increasing reflection coefficient. For paddle-waves with following wind, the
interpretation is different for experiments with active absorption (PpW1–4)
and for experiments with passive absorption (PpW5–7). For experiments
0 u0 and w
0 w 0 are significantly higher
g
PpW1–4, both the normal stresses ug
near the surface, while decreasing at lower water levels, as expected since
the forcing (wind) acts at the water surface. For experiments PpW5–7,
0 u0 and w
0 w 0 are almost uniform in the vertical. We do not have a definite
g
ug
explanation: it can have a physical meaning (turbulence propagates in all
the fluid domain) or can be attributed to a contamination of the fluctuating
component during the triple decomposition.
0 w0 .
Figures 3.15 and 3.16 report the Reynolds turbulent shear stress ug
For only-paddle waves (Figure 3.15), the shear stress components are null in
average along the vertical, that is what we should expect in the absence of
wind. In this case, the variability of the experimental data increases for increasing reflection coefficient. For paddle-waves in the presence of following
wind (Figure 3.16), we distinguish again between PpW1–4 and PpW5–7 experiments: these last ones do not show a clear trend of the turbulent shear
0 w 0 , which varies around the zero. From the experimental results,
stress ug
it is clear that passive and active absorptions induce different flow field in
the measurements, at least in our experiments. We think that passive absorption can affect more the flow field, since it subtracts energy to the wave
non-uniformly along x, inducing further effects as water mass accumulation
(and release) or residual currents which are not taken into account in the
present analysis. On the other hand, the active absorption system is uniform in space (a piston which compensates the incoming wave), thus we
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Figure 3.13: Experiments P1–7, paddle waves. Measured Reynolds turbulent nor0 u0 and blue empty circles are w
0 w 0 , respec]
mal stresses: red filled triangles are ug
tively. Error bars are two standard deviations. All the values are non dimensional
with Ht2 T −2 .
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Figure 3.14: Experiments PpW1–7, paddle waves plus following wind. Measured
0 u0 and blue empty
Reynolds turbulent normal stresses: red filled triangles are ug
0 w 0 , respectively. Error bars are two standard deviations. All the values
]
circles w
are non dimensional with Ht2 T −2 .
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think that its effects on the wave field should be less visible.
0 w 0 is at least one order of magnitude smaller
We notice that the term ug
than the Reynolds wave shear stress u
ew.
e These results should be correct
and expected far from the surface boundary layer, where turbulence induced
by fluctuations at the interface can be dominant even in the absence of
breaking (see Longo, 2010, 2011).
0 w 0 is negative at the
On the other hand, tests PpW1–4 show that ug
surface and tends to zero at lower water levels, which is what we should
expect. More precisely, we should expect that the negative shear stress at
the surface is due to a positive u0 and a negative w0 , which means that
the momentum transfer on average is from air to the water. A quadrant
analysis is mandatory to clarify the turbulence structure and to obtain this
information.

3.2.7

Quadrant Analysis

A quadrant analysis is performed for paddle waves plus following wind
(PpW) in order to extrapolate further information about the structure of
the momentum exchange due to turbulence. The technique is described in
2.2.3 and allows the categorisation of the Reynolds turbulent shear stress
contributions on the basis of the fluctuating velocities u0 and w0 . The
combined signs of the fluctuating components determines four quadrants
representing each one a different type of motion, see figure 2.3. Events
which take place in the first and third quadrants are defined as sweeps
and ejections, respectively, while events which belong to second and fourth
quadrants are referred to as inward and outward interactions.
Figure 3.17 shows the vertical profiles of the quadrant-contributions
shear stress for tests with paddle plus wind generated waves (Expts PpW1–
7). The major contributions to the turbulent field derive from the eventaveraged shear stresses S2 and S4 , which represent outward and inward
interactions, respectively. This result is different from what usually happens at near-wall or air turbulent boundary layers, where the main turbulence production is generally due to ejection and sweeps (first and third
quadrant, respectively), but it is in agreement with previous studies in the
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Figure 3.15: Experiments P1–7, paddle waves. Symbols (red filled triangles) are
the measured Reynolds turbulent shear stress. Error bars are two standard deviations. All the values are non dimensional with Ht2 T −1 .
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Figure 3.16: Experiments PpW1–7, paddle waves plus following wind. Symbols
(red filled triangles) are the measured Reynolds turbulent shear stress. Error bars
are two standard deviations. All the values are non dimensional with Ht2 T −2 .
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water boundary layer for air-sea interaction observations (see, e.g., Longo
& Losada, 2012; Longo et al., 2012). We notice again the different behaviour between experiments with an active absorption system (PpW1–4)
and experiments with passive absorption (PpW5–7): in the first case, the
turbulent shear stress of each quadrant is more effective toward the surface
and goes to zero at lower levels; in the second case, the vertical profile is
almost uniform, with a slight increase from the top to the bottom.
The time-averaged Reynolds shear stress from each quadrant are also
calculated as function of the parameter M , which determines the threshold
above which events are considered. Figure 3.18 shows the results for experij
superimposed to the
ment PpW4, with different levels of concentration CM
time-averaged shear stress, decomposed in quadrants and without decomposition (total). We notice that the main contribution to the total shear
stress derives from the quadrants Q2 and Q4 , with a major momentum
transfer from the air to the water side.

3.2.8

Reynolds stress tensor principal axes

The Reynolds stress tensors are further investigated by analysing the principal components of each tensor. The analysis is conducted separately for
both the wave and the turbulent stress components.
Through the diagonalization of the Reynolds wave stress tensor, we can
obtain the theoretical principal stresses σ
emax an σ
emin . Their analytical form
is computed from equation (1.27), with parameters from Table 3.1, while
the experimental values are evaluated from the relation of equation (1.26),
obtained from data analysis.
The ratio of the maximum to the minimum principal stress gives insights
about the isotropy of both the diagonalized wave and turbulent stress tensors. We can compare the theoretical and experimental value of the ratio
σ
emax /e
σmin at each point along the vertical, where σ
emax and σ
emin are the
maximum and minimum stress, respectively. We can also calculate the ex0
perimental principal stresses of the Reynolds turbulent stress tensor, σmax
0
and σmin . which is equivalent to the Reynolds wave stress tensor but involves turbulent velocities. We can use the relation (1.31) to evaluate the
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Figure 3.17: Experiments PpW1–7. The event-averaged shear stress Sj for the
jth quadrant (triangles) and the total shear stress (circles).
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Figure 3.18: Experiment PpW4. Time-averaged Reynolds shear stress in each
quadrant decomposed (upper panels) and without decomposition (lower panel),
as a function of the threshold parameter M. The isolines of the duration fraction
(concentration) are superimposed.
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0
0
0
0 .
experimental values of σmax
, σmin
and their ratio σmax
/σmin
Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the results of the ratio σmax /σmin along the
vertical, for paddle waves (P) and paddle waves plus following wind (PpW),
respectively. All figures report both the wave and turbulent Reynolds principal stresses. The experimental and theoretical values of the Reynolds
wave principal stresses ratio σ
emax /e
σmin show good agreement in all the experiments and report and increasing anisotropy of the diagonalized wave
stress tensor for increasing reflection. The turbulent principal stresses ratio
0
0
σmax
/σmin
is almost uniform in the vertical and slightly larger than 1, and
for paddle waves plus following wind with active absorption (figure 3.20,
experiments PpW1–4) it tends to increase from bottom to the surface.
Figure 3.21 reports the ratio σmax /σmin along the vertical for experiments 3a–e, which represent the same reflective conditions for different
LDV measurement sections. We notice again the goodness of the theoretical fitness, and the dependence of the periodic and also turbulent principal
stresses ratio on the LDV measurements section.
The angle between the reference system x-z and the axes of the principal stresses (also called principal angle, for simplicity) is defined for both
wave and turbulent principal stresses in §1.3. The theoretical wave principal angle α
ep,th is represented by equation (1.29), while the experimental
0
values α
ep,exp (for wave) and αp,exp
(for turbulence) are calculated from the
relations (1.28) and (1.32), respectively.
Figures 3.22 and 3.23 show the vertical profile of principal angle αp along
the vertical for paddle waves (P) and paddle waves plus following wind
(PpW), respectively. The vertical profile show the modulation induced by
the different partially-reflective conditions, and also the different shape of
the theoretical curves.
Figure 3.24 refers to experiments P3a–e, i.e. paddle waves in the absence of wind with same reflective conditions but different sections of LDV
measurement. All figures show good agreement between theory and experiments and report again that also the varying sections of measurements yield
a modulation of the principal angles of the wave stress tensor, as observed
for the other quantities of interest in the previous sections.
0
The fluctuating principal angle αexp
is quite disperse in the vertical;
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Figure 3.19: Experiments P1–7, paddle waves. Ratio of the maximum to the minimum principal stress σmax /σmin . Triangles and circles are periodic and fluctuating
measurements, respectively, with error bars equal to two standard deviations. Solid
lines are theoretical values from equation (1.27), while dashed lines are confidence
intervals to 95%.
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Figure 3.20: Experiments PpW1–7, paddle waves with following wind. Ratio of
the maximum to the minimum principal stress σmax /σmin . Triangles and circles are
periodic and fluctuating measurements, respectively, with error bars equal to two
standard deviations. Solid lines are theoretical values, dashed lines are confidence
intervals to 95%.
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Figure 3.21: Experiments P3a–b, paddle waves (same reflection, different LDV
position). Ratio of the maximum to the minimum principal stress σmax /σmin .
Triangles and circles are periodic and fluctuating measurements, respectively, with
error bars equal to two standard deviations. Solid lines are theoretical values,
dashed lines are confidence intervals to 95%.
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Figure 3.22: Experiments P1–7, paddle waves. Principal angles α
ep for Reynolds
wave stress tensor. Red triangles are experimental values, with error bars equal to
two standard deviations. Solid lines are theoretical values from equation (1.29),
while dashed lines are confidence intervals to 95% level.
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Figure 3.23: Experiments PpW1–7, paddle waves with following wind. Wave and
0
turbulent principal angles α
ep and αexp
, respectively. Triangles and circles are
periodic and fluctuating experiments, respectively, while solid lines are theoretical values. Error bars are two standard deviations, dashed lines are confidence
intervals to 95% level.
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Figure 3.24: Experiments P3a–e, paddle waves (same reflection, different LDV
position). Wave principal angles α
ep . Red triangles are experiments, solid lines
are theoretical values. Error bars are two standard deviations. Solid lines are
theoretical values, dashed lines are confidence intervals to 95% level.
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0
however, the general trend suggests that αexp
tends to −π/4 in proximity
of the water surface, and goes to zero towards the bottom (see figure 3.25).
The angle of ± π/4 radians indicates the dominance of a uniform shear
rate current near the free surface which is characterised by principal axes of
the tensor of the velocity deformation having the same ± π/4 orientation.
The turbulence is still significantly isotropic, but the Reynolds stress tensor
is rotated in order to gain the highest efficiency in getting energy from the
mean flow field.
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Figure 3.25: Experiments PpW, paddle waves with following wind. Symbols are
0
. Solid lines is an empirical fitting
the experimental turbulent principal angles αexp
of the experimental data.

3.3

Discussion of the results

We analyse experiments of paddle waves (P) and paddle waves plus following wind (PpW) in partially reflective conditions.
Free surface data show the importance of a correct reflection analysis
in determining the reflection parameters Kr (reflection coefficient) and ∆ϕ
(phase shift between the incident and the reflected wave). The wave shape
is regular for P and PpW experiments, and in the presence of wind it shows
large variability (due to the generation of wind waves) and an increasing
asymmetry between troughs and crests. Wind waves grow with increasing
fetch length and increasing wind speed, suggesting a net energy transfer
from the air side to the water side in the presence of following wind.
The observations show a spatial variation of the experimental mean
water level, which can be theoretically derived and justified in terms of the
radiation stress concept. We expect that also vorticity, diffusion, currents
profiles are affected by partial reflection and phase shift. Hence, the free
surface elevation modification induced by reflection is only one and not even
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the most relevant effect.
A theoretical model (described in Chapter §1) is developed to take into
account the effects of partial reflection on momentum transfer. We have
experimentally analyzed the vertical profiles and the horizontal variability
of the Reynolds wave shear stress −e
uw
e for P and PpW experiments, under
partial reflection conditions. The analysis includes the phase shift between
the incident and the reflected wave, which is a novelty.
We have found that reflection plays a dominant role in modulating
the Reynolds wave shear stress, which is zero only for progressive waves.
Reynolds wave shear stress is usually much larger than Reynolds turbulent
shear stress, even for very small reflection coefficient. As a consequence,
the transport properties usually attributed to turbulence, can also be considered as a characteristic of reflected waves in a fluid domain mostly nonturbulent.
As a caveat for experimental analysis, the technique for separating periodic motion (“waves”) from “turbulence” becomes quite important to avoid
pseudo-turbulence artefacts due to leakage from the organized to the fluctuating motion. Having a clear idea of the effects of partial reflection helps
in the correct separation.
Reflection controls the spatial variability of the mean quantities and
creates a sequence of sign-alternating vertical profiles for the Reynolds wave
shear stress. The horizontal spatial average of Reynolds wave shear stress
is expected to give a null contribution only if it is extended for several
wave lengths and for rigorously homogeneous conditions. These conditions
seldom occur in the laboratory and are absent in the field, hence a phase
resolved analysis of the mean quantities is compulsory.
The experimental analysis is also extended to the mean velocities. The
sheared horizontal current in the presence of wind has a vertical profile
which is typical of wind-induced currents, since it is positive near the surface, i.e. co-current with the wind, and negative toward the bottom to
satisfy mass conservation. The theoretical analysis and the experimental
confirmation is also performed for the normal components of the Reynolds
wave stress tensor. It emerges that the partial reflection exerts a major
influence on the horizontal normal stress u
eu
e, while the vertical component
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w
ew
e is almost independent with respect to the reflective conditions.
The Reynolds turbulent shear and normal stresses are measured and
manifest themselves smaller of one order of magnitude (or more) than their
wave-induced counterparts. Experimental observations suggest that partial
reflection induces an increment of turbulence in the flow field. In order to
get more insights about the turbulence structure, a quadrant analysis is
performed in the water domain and the results indicate a major contribution
of the inward and outward interactions, with an overall net momentum
transfer from the air side to the water side due to the turbulent shear
stress.
A complete analysis of the Reynolds stress tensors (wave and turbulent) is conducted to define the principal stresses and the principal angle.
The measured values indicate that the Reynolds wave stress tensor is well
described by the theoretical model and is influenced by the reflection parameters. The Reynolds turbulent stress tensor is experimentally investigated
and reveals the different behaviour of the turbulent stresses in the presence and in the absence of wind, highlighting the importance of a correct
description of the interaction between swell waves and wind at the interface.

Chapter 4

Paddle waves with opposing
wind
In this Chapter, we analyse regular waves generated by paddles in partiallyreflective conditions, under the action of wind blowing in the opposite direction.
The first aim is to check again the model developed in Chapter §1:
the Reynolds wave shear stress is again calculated in the vertical both
theoretically and experimentally, as well as the mean water level and the
total wave height.
Since free surface data were acquired (within the same experiment) with
and without wind, it is possible to compare directly the effects of opposing
wind action on the wave field, in particular on the reflective conditions.
Statistics of the fluctuating components of the free surface data (i.e., the
wind waves) are calculated as function of the fetch length and for different
reflective conditions. The dispersion relation model suggested by Swan &
James (2000), which includes the shear of the current induced by the wind
in the wave flume, is then compared with the experimental phase and group
celerities of the wind waves.
The Reynolds wave stress tensor is analysed by using the theoretical
model and by means of data analysis, in order to compare the analytical
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and experimental results. The experimental Reynolds turbulent stresses
are also reported. Some insights on the turbulent flow of the wind waves
are investigated through the quadrant analysis and the joint probability
density functions of the non-dimensional horizontal and vertical fluctuating
velocities. This technique yields the determination of the dominant events
in the process and the direction of momentum transfer at the interface
between air and water.

4.1

Experiments

Eight experiments were performed with parameters listed in Table 4.1.
All the experiments have the same nominal characteristics of the paddle
wave and the same wind speed and direction. For the first five experiments PoW1-5 (the acronym PoW standing for “Paddle waves with opposing Wind”) the LDV system was located in the same x position and
the absorption conditions were varied for each experiment. The last three
experiments (PoW2b-c-d ) had the same wave statistics and reflective conditions of test PoW2a; however, the LDV probe was positioned in a different
section x/L along the flume, in order to evaluate the spatial variations of
velocities correlations and stresses. Before starting the LDV acquisitions,
five minutes of only-paddle generated waves (without wind) were used to
measure the water surface displacement. That procedure was followed for
each test with the aim of estimating the effect of wind on the flow field, in
particular on reflective conditions and free surface statistics, compared to
no-wind conditions.
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Expts
PoW1
2a
3
4
5
2b
2c
2d

u∗a
(cm s−1 )
75.2
75.2
75.2
75.2
75.2
75.2
75.2
75.2

x/L
-0.27
-0.27
-0.27
-0.27
-0.27
-0.23
-0.19
-0.14

Hi
(cm)
3.8 ± 0.1
4.3 ± 0.1
5.4 ± 0.1
5.4 ± 0.1
5.3 ± 0.1
4.3 ± 0.1
4.3 ± 0.1
4.3 ± 0.1

Ht
(cm)
6.3 ± 0.1
6.3 ± 0.1
5.7 ± 0.1
5.1 ± 0.1
4.9 ± 0.1
7.7 ± 0.1
8.5 ± 0.1
8.6 ± 0.1

T
(s)
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

Kr,w
0.745 ± 0.003
0.595 ± 0.004
0.306 ± 0.007
0.12 ± 0.01
0.066 ± 0.006
0.608 ± 0.004
0.607 ± 0.005
0.606 ± 0.004

∆ϕ
(rad)
3.92 ± 0.03
3.95 ± 0.03
4.21 ± 0.04
4.57 ± 0.06
5.78 ± 0.17
3.95 ± 0.03
3.92 ± 0.03
3.91 ± 0.03

Table 4.1: Parameters of the experiments, PoW stands for “Paddle waves with
opposing Wind”. u∗a is the air friction from Pitot measures, Hi is the incoming
wave height, Ht is the total wave height, T is the period of the paddle oscillation,
Kr and ∆ϕ are the reflection coefficient and the phase shift, respectively. The
relative coordinate x/L indicates the LDV measurement section (position) with
respect to US8 (see Figure 2.1b). Experiments 1–5 have same paddle nominal
incident wave height Hi and period T , and same wind speed, but different reflective
conditions. Experiments 2a–d have same paddle, wind and reflective conditions,
but different LDV position.
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Analysis of the results
Free surface data

For each PoW experiment, free surface data were acquired in two conditions: (i) with paddle waves (no wind), (ii) with paddle waves plus opposing
wind. Phase average of the free surface data and reflection analysis were
performed in both situations in order to compare the results and to identify
the effects of the wind on the periodic wave component.
Figure 4.1 shows the phase-averaged wave profile for experiments PoW15 at different sections; for clarity, only sensors US1-3-5-8 are reported. In
the absence of wind, the wave shape is regular with null (or very little)
deviations; for lower reflection, it is almost uniform along the flume, while
it is modulated in amplitude for increasing reflection coefficients Kr . When
opposing wind is present, the wave profile shows larger deviations (of the
order of wind waves height), but for lower reflection the mean wave shape is
still regular. We notice that: (i) for higher reflective conditions, i.e. larger
reflection coefficient Kr , there is a modulation of the wave height stronger
than in the absence of wind, and in general an attenuation of the wave
height; (ii) the mean wave profile is almost identical in both conditions (with
and without wind) for lower Kr , but at increasing reflection a significant
distortion of the wave shape is observed.
A quantitative evaluation of the wave profile can be obtained through
the analysis of total wave height, considering the periodic component of
the free surface. The total wave height Ht , resulting from the interaction
between the incident and the reflected waves, can be derived theoretically
at different sections from the envelope of the free surface level, which at the
first order is calculated from equation (1.12) as
ηe(x, t) = ai [cos(kx − ωt) + Kr cos(kx + ωt + ∆ϕ)],

(4.1)

where ai = Hi /2 is the incident wave amplitude, Kr the reflection coefficient
and ∆ϕ the phase shift between the incident and the reflected wave. The
reflection parameters Kr and ∆ϕ are evaluated from the reflection analysis
described in §2.3.3. The difference between the minima and the maxima of
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Figure 4.1: Phase-averaged wave profiles for different reflective conditions. Red
dotted lines refer to paddle waves (in the absence of wind), blue solid lines refer to
paddle waves with opposing wind (dashed lines are one standard deviation in the
presence of wind). Only signals for sensors US1-3-5-8 are shown for clarity. Kr is
the reflection coefficient calculated in the absence of wind.
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the envelope represents the total wave height Ht at different sections along
the flume.
The experimental Ht of the periodic component is obtained by bandpassing the spectrum of the US signal in the range 0.5 < f T < 1.5, where
T is the measured wave period of the paddle wave (coincident with the imposed value) and f is the frequency of the spectrum. The total wave height
is measured also for only-paddle waves (in the absence of wind) for the
same experiments. Figure 4.2 shows the total wave amplitude at = 1/2 Ht
as function of the non-dimensional coordinate x/L, where the wave length
L is calculated from linear dispersion relation ω 2 = gk tanh kh applied to
the peak frequency of the spectrum. The results show a good agreement
between theory and experiments; it emerges that reflection modulates the
wave amplitude along the channel for both conditions (with and without
wind), and also for small values of Kr and ∆ϕ. In particular, opposing
wind causes an attenuation of the wave height and a shift of nodes and
antinodes position along the flume, with respect to only-paddle waves (no
wind).
The comparison between no-wind and wind conditions confirms that
the presence of wind influences also the reflection parameters Kr and ∆ϕ.
This influence is investigated as function of the reflective conditions. In
particular, figure 4.3 shows the difference of the phase shift ∆ϕw − ∆ϕ
and the reflection coefficient Kr,w − K between no-wind (no subscript) and
wind (subscript “w”) conditions. We notice that an opposing wind induces:
(i) an attenuation of Kr , which increases for higher reflective conditions
(Kr − Kr,w decreases for increasing Kr ); (ii) a positive shift of ∆ϕw − ∆ϕ,
which denotes a phase lag of ≈ −π/8 radians and is almost independent on
Kr .
The analytical description of the wave field derived in Chapter §1 predicts a spatial variation of the mean water level by means of the radiation
stress concept, which represents the depth-averaged excess of momentum
due to the presence of the wave. The theoretical mean water level is represented by equation (1.24) and reads
η̄ = ka2i Kr coth(2kh) cos (2kx + ∆ϕ) + const,

(4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Spatial modulation of the wave amplitude at = Ht /2, experiments
PoW1-5 (different reflective conditions, same LDV section). Lines refer to the
theory for waves without wind (green lines) and waves with opposite wind (blue
lines). Symbols are experimental values for no-wind (down-pointing grey triangles)
and wind (up-pointing blank triangles) conditions, with error bars equal to two
standard deviations.
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Figure 4.3: Influence of opposing wind on the paddle waves reflection parameters
for varying reflection. a) Variation of the phase shift ∆ϕw − ∆ϕ in the presence of
wind; b) Attenuation of the reflection coefficient Kr in the presence of wind, solid
line is a linear interpolation of the experimental data (symbols). Subscript “w”
indicates the presence of wind, no subscript indicates the absence of wind. Error
bars are two standard deviations.

where the constant is imposed by mass conservation.
Figure 4.4 shows the comparison theoretical mean water level (MWL)
and the experimental values. In our analysis, the experimental values,
which are the time average of the free surface data. Most measurements
show a displacement of the same order of the instrumentation accuracy
(≈ 0.8 mm), nonetheless the spatial modulation induced by reflection is
remarkable and results in agreement with theoretical predictions.
Statistics of wind waves
The wind waves component of the free surface data is extrapolated through
a high-pass filter applied to the power density spectrum (see §2.3.3). A
zero-crossing analysis of the resulting signal is performed in each US measurements section and yields the main statistics of the wave height and
period. In particular, the analysis is carried out for the root-mean-squared
wave height Hrms , for the mean wave height Hm and period Tm , and for
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Figure 4.4: Theoretical (solid lines) and experimental (symbols) mean water level
η̄, experiments PoW1–5. Theoretical lines derive from equation (4.2) for mean
water level, using reflection parameters for no-wind (green) and wind (blue) conditions. Symbols represent mean water level for paddle-generated waves in the
absence of wind (down-pointing grey triangles) and paddle-opposing wind waves
(up-pointing blank triangles). Error bars are two standard deviations.
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H1/3 , T1/3 , H1/10 and T1/10 , which represent the average of the one third
and one tenth maximum wave height and period, respectively.
Figure 4.5 shows a separate analysis of the mean peak period Tm as
function of the fetch. The growth of the wave peak period is well defined
for all the tests and monotonic, coherently with the results of figure 4.7b).
Some insights on the trend of the wind waves height are gained by
separately analysing the root mean square height. Figure 4.6 shows Hrms as
function of the fetch for each experiment. In this case, the general behaviour
suggests an initial growth of the wind waves height, with a subsequent
reduction. Probably it happens for two reasons: i) US sensors might not be
far enough to capture the fetch wave growth; ii) due to the wind conditions,
wind-generated waves are fully-developed in the measurement sections and
experience micro-breaking, dissipating energy.
Figures 4.7a) and 4.7b) report the results of all the statistics for wind
waves height and period. The pattern of the wind waves height is not very
clear, and a wave growth or decay is not evident at different fetch lengths.
However, the statistical estimators grow from the mean height Hm to H1/10 .
The trend of the only-wind wave peak period T as function of x is more
evident: the experimental points grow almost monotonically for Tm , T1/3
and T1/10 , and the values of T1/3 and T1/10 converge at the maximum fetch.
A comparison between the wind wave root mean square height and mean
peak period for different experiments exhibits a dependence on reflective
conditions. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 report Hrms and Tm as function of the reflection coefficient Kr . The root mean square height appears to decrease
for increasing reflective conditions, but not monotonically; the experimental points suggest that a maximum wind wave height is reached around
Kr ≈ 0.25, even though it varies at different US measurement sections (i.e.,
at different fetch). An initial increasing and later decreasing of the experimental values is observed also for the wind wave mean peak period Tm ,
even though in this case the maximum is reach for Kr ≈ 0.6.
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Figure 4.5: Mean peak period Tm as a function of the fetch length. Symbols are
experimental points, error bars are two standard deviations.
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Figure 4.6: Root mean square wave height Hrms as a function of the fetch length.
Symbols are experimental points, dashed lines are the general trend. Hrms slightly
increases with fetch and then starts to decrease, possibly due to micro-breaking
which dissipates part of the wave energy.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental wind waves height (a) and peak period (b), as a function
of the fetch length, represented by box plot whiskers, which indicate the minimum
value and the maximum values, the upper and the lower quartiles and the median.
Grey box represents mean wave height Hm and period Tm , blue box represents the
root mean square wave height Hrms , red box and green box represent the average
of the one third (H1/3 and T1/3 ) and one tenth (H1/10 and T1/10 ) maximum wave
height and peak period, respectively. Circles are outliers.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental root mean square wave height Hrms (symbols) at each
US section, as function of the reflection coefficient Kr . Error bars stand for a
confidence interval at 95%.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental mean peak period Tm (grey diamonds) at each US section, as function of the reflection coefficient Kr . Error bars stand for a confidence
interval at 95%.
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Phase and group celerities of wind waves
The analysis of the wind wave phase celerity c is performed both theoretically and experimentally. The triple composition technique assumes a
linear superposition of the mean, the periodic and the fluctuating component. For free surface data, it means that wind waves are linearly combined
with the periodic component (which is represented by the paddle wave) and
propagate with their own phase celerity. In this sense, we neglect nonlinear
direct interaction between the periodic and fluctuating components.
The experimental evaluation of the phase celerity is conducted through
the cross-correlation of the signals of two adjacent US sensors, while the
theoretical phase celerity is evaluated by using the analytical model by
Swan & James (2000). The group celerity cg , which indicates the speed of
propagation of the wave energy packets, is evaluated experimentally and
represents the delay of the maximum of the cross-correlation envelope.
The main parameters (US sensor, mean position, mean phase celerity,
peak frequency, wave number and mean group celerity) are calculated for
all the tests; as an example, in Table 4.2 we report the results for PoW1.
Figure 4.10 reports a graphic vision of the phase celerity as a function
of the wave number k for experiments PoW1–5 (different reflective conditions), with a comparison between theoretical and experimental values. The
classical linear dispersion relation always underestimates the experimental
values. It is a consequence of the fact that the linear dispersion relation
does not take into account the influence of the sheared current beneath the
free surface. In fact, results show also that considering the nonlinear influence of the current profile (through the model defined by Swan & James,
2000) results a good interpretation of the experimental points, which fit the
theoretical profile within the experimental uncertainties.
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Figure 4.10: Experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
reflection, same LDV position). Theoretical (solid and dashed lines) and experimental (symbols) phase celerities c. The black solid line indicates c derived from
linear dispersion relation ω 2 = gk tanh kh, while the colored dashed line represents the phase celerity derived by Swan & James (2000). The experimental phase
celerity error bars are one standard deviation.
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Section
U2

x
(m)
-0.94

U3

-0.79

U4

-0.65

U5

-0.49

U6

-0.33

U7

-0.16

U8

0

cave
(m s−1 )
0.90 ± 0.03
0.87 ± 0.03
0.85 ± 0.03
0.87 ± 0.03
0.89 ± 0.01
0.91 ± 0.03
0.93 ± 0.02
0.92 ± 0.03
0.91 ± 0.03
0.89 ± 0.03
0.88 ± 0.01
-
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fpeak
s−1
1.91

kpeak
m−1
14.6 ± 0.8

cg,ave
(m s−1 )
0.69 ± 0.04

1.94

15.1 ± 1.1

0.64 ± 0.01

1.89

14.4 ± 0.9

0.67 ± 0.04

1.84

13.6 ± 0.7

0.72 ± 0.02

1.87

14.0 ± 0.8

0.81 ± 0.03

1.86
-

13.9 ± 0.6
-

0.83 ± 0.03
-

Table 4.2: Mean phase and group celerities for wind waves of PoW1. The position x
indicates the fetch of US measurements, while cave is the phase celerity evaluated
through a cross-correlation analysis. The frequency peak fpeak is the peak of
the spectrum of the wind-generated waves (after that the periodic component is
removed), the wave number kpeak is computed as 2πfpeak /cave , and the group
celerity cg,ave is evaluated from the envelope of the cross-correlation between two
adjacent signals.
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4.2. Analysis of the results

Horizontal and vertical mean velocity

The separation of the of the horizontal u and vertical w mean flow is performed by time averaging the LDV signal.
In the presence of opposing wind, the horizontal velocity is positive, i.e.
cocurrent with the wind, near the free surface, while becomes negative at
lower levels. It is true for all the experiments conducted, for different reflective conditions and same LDV measurement section (experiments PoW1–5,
figure 4.11) and for same reflective conditions and different LDV measurement sections (experiments PoW2a–e, figure 4.12). The measured vertical
velocities tend to negative values in proximity of the free surface, while it
is always positive toward the bottom. The same behaviour was observed
for experiments PpW (paddle waves plus following wind, see §3.2.4); we
expect positive currents in direction of the wind near the surface, and a
non-null vertical velocity due to the normal pressure of the atmospheric
forcing. Mass conservation and the finite length of the channel imply that
horizontal and vertical flows have to change signs in order to be in balance.
Also longitudinal and transversal circulation, due to the action of wind and
to the finite length of the channel, can influence both the horizontal and
the vertical velocity. The combination of a positive horizontal and a negative vertical mean velocity near the free surface suggests a net momentum
transfer (due to the mean components) from the air side (wind) to the
water.

4.2.3

Reynolds wave and turbulent stresses

Once the mean velocity is subtracted to the LDV signals, a phase average
yields the periodic component for both horizontal u
e and vertical w
e velocity.
0
0
Thus, the fluctuating velocities (horizontal u and vertical w ) are obtained
as the remaining of the LDV signal after phase and time averages.
If the same operations of time and phase average are performed to the
momentum equations, we can divide the contribution of the Reynolds wave
stress tensor, with components u
eu
e, w
ew
e and u
ew,
e and the Reynolds turbulent
0 u0 , w
0 w 0 and u
0 w0 .
g
g
stress tensor, with components ug
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Figure 4.11: Experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
reflective conditions, same LDV section). Mean horizontal u (red filled triangles)
and vertical w (empty circles) velocities, non dimensional with respect to the
velocity scale Ht T −1 . Error bars are one standard deviation.
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Figure 4.12: Experiments PoW2a–d, paddle waves with opposing wind (same reflective conditions, different LDV measurement sections). Mean horizontal u (red
filled triangles) and vertical w (empty circles) velocity, non dimensional with respect to Ht T −1 . Error bars are one standard deviation.
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The theoretical model of Chapter §1 gives the tools to analyse the
Reynolds wave stresses. From (1.13), the vertical profile of the Reynolds
wave shear stress can be expressed at the first order as
−e
uw
e = gka2i

sinh [2k (z + h)]
Kr sin(2kx + ∆ϕ).
sinh (2kh)

(4.3)

We highlight the importance of the term −e
uw,
e since for progressive waves
it is null and appears with partial reflection conditions. We have shown
in Chapter §3 that neglecting this term, also for small values of the reflection coefficient and phase shift, could lead to significant errors in the
interpretation of the data in laboratory and field campaigns.
Figure 4.13 shows the comparison between theoretical and experimental
values of −e
uw,
e for different reflective conditions (experiments (PoW1–5).
Figure 4.14, reports the results of u
ew
e for experiments 2a–d, which were done
in similar reflective conditions but different LDV measurement sections in
order to observe the spatial variation. As found in the previous Chapter
(§3) and also in literature (see Olfateh et al., 2017), the Reynolds wave shear
stress u
ew
e determines momentum transfer with different sign and intensity,
depending on reflective conditions and measurement position in x, and its
value is also predictable with an appropriate reflection analysis.
We remind that the reflection analysis (see 2.3.3) is based on the US
signals. Since we had two different US acquisitions for each experiment, one
with only paddle waves (no wind) and one with paddle waves plus opposing
wind, two different vertical profiles of the theoretical u
ew
e are calculated.
The reflection parameters used to obtain a good theoretical fit with the
experimental velocity correlation are those with paddle waves plus opposing
wind; for only-paddle waves the vertical profile changes significantly. It is a
further checked that the presence of opposing wind modifies the reflection
coefficient Kr and the phase shift ∆ϕ, as reported in §4.2), and it affects
also the wave shear stress (thus the net momentum transfer at the interface
between air and water).
eu
e and w
ew
e represent the diagonal components (i.e., the norThe terms u
mal stresses) of the second-order Reynolds wave stress tensor, represented
in equation (1.25). Their theoretical relation derives from the solution of
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Figure 4.13: Experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
reflective conditions). Vertical profile of the wave velocity covariance u
ew.
e Solid
lines represent theoretical velocity correlation at first order, while symbols are
experimental data. Dashed lines are confidence interval with probability of 95%.
In blue, reflection parameters Kr and ∆ϕ are evaluated in the presence of wind,
while in green they are evaluated without wind.
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Figure 4.14: Experiments PoW2a–d, paddle waves with opposing wind (same reflection conditions, different LDV section). Vertical profile of the Reynolds wave
shear stress u
ew.
e Solid lines represent theoretical velocity correlation at first order, symbols are experimental data. Dashed lines are confidence interval with
probability of 95%, error bars two standard deviations. In blue solid line, reflection parameters Kr and ∆ϕ are evaluated in the presence of wind, while in green
dash-dotted line Kr and ∆ϕ are evaluated without wind.
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the analytical model of Chapter §2; in particular, the horizontal wave normal stress u
eu
e is the time average of the product of the horizontal velocity
of equation (1.10), and at the first order reads
u
eu
e = gka2i


cosh [k (z + h)] 
1 + Kr2 − 2Kr cos(2kx + ∆ϕ) .
sinh (2kh)

(4.4)

Analogously, time averaging the product of the vertical velocity of equaew,
e which at the first order
tion (1.11) yields the vertical wave normal stress w
results
w
ew
e = gka2i


sinh [k (z + h)] 
1 + Kr2 + 2Kr cos(2kx + ∆ϕ) .
sinh (2kh)

(4.5)

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the wave normal stresses of the wave-induced
Reynolds stress tensor for experiments PoW1–5 (different partial reflection
conditions, same LDV position) and 2a–d (same partial reflection conditions, different LDV positions), respectively. Both the Reynolds wave normal stresses u
eu
e and w
ew,
e show good agreement with the theoretical model
within the statistical and experimental uncertainties. The results show also
that reflection induces a spatial variation of the normal stresses (they are
both modulated along x) and exerts a stronger modulation on the horizontal component u
eu
e than on the vertical normal stress w
ew.
e
0 w 0 for experiFigure 4.17 reports the Reynolds turbulent shear stress ug
ments PoW1–5 (different reflective conditions and same LDV measurement
section). Results show that opposing wind causes a negative turbulent
shear stress near the surface, which suggest a momentum transfer downwards (from air to water). Furthermore, the turbulent shear stress goes
to zero at ≈ 0.5 z/h, i.e. half the water column. For decreasing reflection
(from PoW1 to 5), the turbulent shear stress is larger and reach lower water
levels.
Since the forcing of the process at the surface is the wind action, we are
not surprised that also for paddle waves with opposing wind the Reynolds
turbulent shear stress yields a momentum transfer from the wind to the
wave.
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Figure 4.15: Experiments PoW1–5 (different reflective conditions, same LDV section): vertical profile of the Reynolds wave normal stresses. Symbols are experimental the horizontal u
eu
e (blue stars) and vertical u
eu
e (red triangles) components,
solid lines are theoretical values. Error bars are two standard deviations.
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Figure 4.16: Experiments PoW2a–d (same reflection, different LDV sections):
vertical profile of the Reynolds wave normal stresses. Symbols are experimental
the horizontal u
eu
e (blue stars) and vertical u
eu
e (red triangles) components, solid
lines are theoretical values. Error bars are two standard deviations.
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Figure 4.17: Experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
0 w0
reflective conditions, same LDV position): turbulent Reynolds shear stress ug
along the vertical. Symbols are experimental data, error bars are two standard
deviations.
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Figure 4.18: Experiments PoW2a–d, paddle waves with opposing wind (same re0 w 0 along the
flection, different LDV sections): turbulent Reynolds shear stress ug
vertical. Symbols are experimental data, error bars are two standard deviations.

Figure 4.18 shows the Reynolds turbulent shear stress in the vertical for
experiments PoW2a–d (same reflective conditions, different LDV section).
The vertical profile of u0 w0 differs for each test and suggests some dependence on the LDV measurement section, even though the trend is not clear.
Also in these experiments, observations indicate a net momentum transfer
from wind to the water field.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the diagonal terms of the turbulent Reynolds
stresses tensor for tests PoW1–5 and PoW2a–d, respectively. Their values
increase approaching the air/water boundary layer; it means that much of
the kinetic energy is concentrated at the interface between air and water.
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0 u0 is always
In particular, it is observed that the horizontal normal stress ug
0 w 0 , suggesting a dominant component in the wind
larger than the vertical wg

direction. At lower levels, the normal stresses decrease and become uniform
in the vertical, indicating a rotation of the Reynolds turbulent stress tensor. For increasing reflection, normal stresses show a reduction of their
values in the measured water column and have less variability (deviations
are smaller). Experiments PoW2a–d show similar vertical profiles at different LDV sections and also a slight spatial variation of the normal stresses
appears, more evident near the surface.
In general, observations of the non-dimensional Reynolds turbulent stress
tensor components indicate that reflection acts as a constraint on the turbulent flow field induced by an opposing wind; for lower reflection, the turbulent stresses are larger with higher deviations and diffuse at lower water
levels, while for higher reflection the turbulent stresses have less intensity
and smaller variability. The vertical profile of the turbulent stresses, and
in particular the shear component, shows a transfer of momentum from the
air flow to the water column which deserves further investigations through
a quadrant analysis.

4.2.4

Quadrant Analysis

A quadrant analysis, which is described in 2.2.3 and performed in 3.2.7, is
conducted for experiments of paddle waves with opposing wind. This type
of analysis identifies the dominant contributions of the Reynolds turbulent
shear stress to the turbulent momentum exchange by considering the signs
of u0 and w0 . We call “sweeps” and “ejections” the events attributed to
the first quadrant (u0 and w0 both positive) and the third quadrant (u0 and
w0 both negative), respectively. Events related to the second and fourth
quadrants are called outward and inward interaction, respectively.
Figure 4.21 shows the vertical profiles of the event-averaged and total
shear stress for PoW1–5 (different reflection, same LDV position). Results
show that the main elements contributing to the total shear stress are S2
and S4 , which represent the turbulent shear stresses of the second and
fourth quadrant. In particular, the outward interaction is the dominant
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Figure 4.19: Experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
reflective conditions, same LDV section): vertical profile of the experimental tur0 u0 (blue stars) and w
0 w 0 . Error bars are two
]
bulent Reynolds normal stresses ug
standard deviations.
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Figure 4.20: Experiments PoW2a–d, paddle waves with opposing wind (same reflection, different LDV sections): vertical profile of the experimental turbulent
0 u0 (blue stars) and w
0 w 0 . Error bars are two standard
]
Reynolds normal stresses ug
deviations.
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component and indicates that momentum is transferred from the upper
side of the interface towards lower water levels. We observe also that the
intensity of the events of every quadrant increases for decreasing reflection,
and that stronger events take place near the surface (that is where wind
action is more effective). At lower levels, the turbulent shear stress contributions from each quadrant has minor intensity; in addition, they are
uniform in the vertical and each quadrant gives an equal contribution to
the total shear stress.
Figure 4.22 reports the vertical profiles of the event-averaged and total
shear stress for experiments 2a–d (same reflective conditions, different LDV
sections). Results suggest that the event-averaged shear stresses depend
on the section of velocity measurements, hence a reflection induces also a
spatial variation of the turbulent shear stress contributors. The dominant
components are again the outward and inward interaction, and the vertical
profiles behaves coherently with the observations of PoW1–5.
Conditional averages are related to the joint probability density function of the fluctuating velocities. Figures 4.23 reports the joint p.d.f. at
the maximum level of measurement in water below the free surface, for
experiments PoW1–5 (different reflection, same LDV section). Contours of
the surface has a constant interval of each 10% and are elliptic (or almost
elliptic) in all the cases. The major axis of the ellipses tends to be directed
as the bisector of the second and the third quadrants, while turbulent velocities fluctuations show tendency to inhibit each other in the third and the
first quadrants. It confirms the main contributions of outward and inward
interactions. However, different reflective conditions modify the shape and
also the orientation of the ellipses, even though the trend is not clear.
Figure 4.24 shows the joint p.d.f. at the higher level of measurement in
water below the free surface, for tests PoW2a–d (same reflection, different
LDV positions). In this case, neither the form nor the inclination of the
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Figure 4.21: Experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
reflective conditions, same LDV section). The event-averaged shear stress Sj for
the jth quadrant (triangles) and the total shear stress (circles).
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Figure 4.22: Experiments PoW2a–d, paddle waves with opposing wind (same reflection, same LDV sections). The event-averaged shear stress Sj for the jth
quadrant (triangles) and the total shear stress (circles).
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Figure 4.23: Experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
reflective conditions, same LDV section). Contours of the joint probability density
functions for the non-dimensional fluctuating velocities u0 and w0 , at the maximum
measurement level (z/h = 0.14). The inner curve is equal to 90%, with a constant
probability interval of each 10%.
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Figure 4.24: Experiments PoW2a–d, paddle waves with opposing wind (same reflection, same LDV sections). Contours of the joint probability density functions
for the non-dimensional fluctuating velocities u0 and w0 , at the maximum measurement level (z/h = 0.14). The inner curve is equal to 90%, with a constant
probability interval of each 10%.

contours are well defined. Since this phenomenon happens with constant
reflective conditions, we attribute this distortion to the spatial variation
induced by reflection.
The time-averaged Reynolds shear stress from each quadrant are also
calculated as function of the parameter M , which determines the threshold above which events are considered. Figure 4.25 shows the results for
j
experiment PoW5, with different levels of concentration CM
superimposed
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Figure 4.25: Experiment PoW5. Time-averaged Reynolds shear stress in each
quadrant decomposed (upper panels) and without decomposition (lower panel),
as a function of the threshold parameter M. The isolines of the duration fraction
(concentration) are superimposed.
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to the time-averaged shear stress, decomposed in quadrants and without
decomposition (total). The results suggest again that the main contribution
to the total shear stress derives from quadrants Q2 and Q4 , with a major
momentum transfer from the air to the water side, which is the same results
found for following winds. The highest values of the time-averaged shear
stress still take place in proximity of the free surface, but we notice that
for experiment PoW5 (opposing wind, minimum reflection), the turbulent
shear stresses are relevant also far from the interface, meaning that they
can induce turbulent momentum flux into deep waters.

4.2.5

Reynolds stress tensor principal axes

We have already defined both the Reynolds wave stress tensor, which represents the periodic stresses, and the Reynolds turbulent stress tensor, which
represents the fluctuating stresses. They are both second-order and symmetric and can be diagonalized in order to obtain the principal stresses
σmax and σmin (the diagonal term of the diagonalized tensor) and the principal angle αp , which represents the inclination of the principal stresses
with respect to the coordinates x-z (see §1.3). We notice that the real flow
field is three-dimensional, hence we have a reduced perspective of the real
structure
For the Reynolds wave stress tensor, the analytical model allows a theoretical representation of the principal stresses and the principal angle in
the vertical, thus theoretical profiles can be compared to the experimental
values. For the Reynolds turbulent stress tensor, only the experimental
values are available.
Figure 4.26 shows the ratio of the maximum to the minimum principal
stress for tests PoW1–5 (different reflective conditions, same LDV position),
which offers a synthetic view of the isotropy of the second-order tensor.
The wave principal stresses values σ
emax and σ
emin are well approximated by
theory; the vertical trend is similar for different reflective conditions, but it
is evident that higher reflection causes a shift towards larger values of the
ratio σ
emax /e
σmin (i.e. a stronger anisotropy). Turbulent principal stresses
ratio shows a vertical profile which is almost uniform and in the range
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Figure 4.26: Experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
reflective conditions, same LDV section). Ratio of the maximum to minimum principal stress σmax /σmin . Triangles and circles are experimental values for periodic
and fluctuating components, respectively, with error bars equal to one standard
deviations. Solid lines are theoretical values from equation (1.27), while dashed
lines are confidence intervals to 95%.
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0
0
1 − 3; in particular, the general trend suggests that the ratio σmax
/σmin
increases from the bottom to the free surface where a slight anisotropy is
more evident. For decreasing reflection (from PoW1 to PoW5), the wave
principal stress ratio tend to collapse on the turbulent component.

Figure 4.27 shows the ratio of the maximum to the minimum principal
stress for tests PoW2a–d (same reflective conditions, different LDV sections). In this case, the vertical profiles of both the wave σ
emax /e
σmin and
0
0
shows a dependence on the LDV measurement
/σmin
the turbulent σmax
section of the maximum to minimum stress ratio.
Figure 4.28 shows the principal angles of the Reynolds wave and turbulent stress tensors for tests PoW1–5 (different reflective conditions, same
LDV section). The vertical profile is modulated for different reflective conditions, coherently with the theoretical model: we notice also that the
principal angle decreases for decreasing reflection (from PoW1 to 5).
Figure 4.29 shows the principal angles of the Reynolds wave and turbulent stress tensors for tests PoW2a–d (same reflective conditions, different
LDV sections), indicating the different profiles and values assumed by the
principal angle by changing the LDV measurements section. The results
highlight that the partially reflective conditions are not the only effect to
be taken into account, and that also the spatial variation has a relevant
influence in wave field with partial reflection.
The principal angles of all experiments of the Reynolds turbulent tensor
are shown in figure 4.30. The trend of experimental values suggests an
increasing αp0 from the bottom to the top, tending to π/4 near the free
surface. The results shows that uniform shear rate current near the free
surface is dominant also for opposing wind; the same result was observed
in paddle waves plus following wind, where the experimental points of the
turbulent principal angle in the vertical show a similar trend.
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Figure 4.27: Experiments PoW2a–d, paddle waves with opposing wind (same reflective conditions, different LDV sections). Ratio of the maximum to minimum
principal stress σmax /σmin . Triangles and circles are experimental values for periodic and fluctuating components, respectively, with error bars equal to one standard deviations. Solid lines are theoretical values from equation (1.27), while
dashed lines are confidence intervals to 95%.
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Figure 4.28: Experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
0
reflection, same LDV section). Wave and turbulent principal angles α
ep and αexp
,
respectively. Triangles and circles are periodic and fluctuating experiments, respectively, while solid lines are theoretical values. Error bars are two standard
deviations, dashed lines are confidence intervals to 95% level.
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Figure 4.29: Experiments P2a–d, paddle waves with opposing wind (same reflec0
tion, different LDV positions). Wave and turbulent principal angles α
ep and αexp
,
respectively. Triangles and circles are periodic and fluctuating experiments, respectively, while solid lines are theoretical values. Error bars are two standard
deviations, dashed lines are confidence intervals to 95% level.
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Figure 4.30: Experiments PoW, paddle waves with opposing wind. Symbols are
0
. Solid lines is an empirical fitting
the experimental turbulent principal angles αexp
of the experimental data.

4.3

Discussion of the results

We report experiments of paddle waves with opposing wind (PoW) under
partial reflection conditions.
The results confirm that the theoretical model developed in Chapter§1
is valid also with opposing wind for the Reynolds wave stress tensor, as well
as for the periodic component of the free surface data (mean water level
and total wave height).
The direct comparison of the opposing wind effects on the wave field,
in particular on the reflective conditions, is observed. The overall effects
on the free surface is that wind induces an attenuation of the wave height,
a reduction of the reflection coefficient and a negative phase shift to the
reflected component. Furthermore, the wave profiles clearly indicate that,
for increasing reflective conditions, wind induces a significant distortion of
the shape of the wave.
In the analysed fetch domain, the general behaviour of the wind wave
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height is an initial growth attributed to the wind energy input, as expected, followed by an attenuation due possibly to micro-breaking. On
the other hand, wind wave peak period grows monotonically for increasing fetch length, coherently with the current knowledge of the wind-wave
growth. The separation of the wind waves components gives the tool to
analyse how wind waves propagate along the channel, through the measures of the phase and group velocities. Experimental observations are well
interpreted by a dispersion relation which includes the effects of sheared
horizontal currents beneath the free surface (Swan & James, 2000), while
the linear dispersion relation ω 2 = gk tanh kh always underestimates the
experimental data.
The components of the Reynolds stress tensors (both wave and turbulent) are experimentally analysed. Wave normal and shear stresses, as well
as the principal stresses and the principal angle, show good agreement with
the theoretical predictions. The Reynolds wave shear stress −e
uw
e changes
sign and intensity again as found in Chapter §3, is always well-predicted
by the theory and confirms the importance of including partial reflection
analysis in modelling the wave field. The comparison between paddle waves
(no wind) and paddle waves with opposing wind indicates a reflection attenuation and a phase lag in the second case (when both experiments have
similar experimental parameters). The Reynolds wave normal stresses are
well predicted by theory; furthermore, it is observed that u
eu
e is much more
influenced by the reflection parameters than the vertical component w
ew,
e
which is almost independent on the reflective conditions.
The experimental Reynolds turbulent stresses are also reported. Some
insights on the turbulent flow of the wind waves are investigated through the
quadrant analysis and the joint probability density functions of the nondimensional horizontal and vertical fluctuating velocities. The outwardinward interactions are dominant in the physical process, and a net transfer
of momentum from air to water is observed, as expected.
We notice that turbulent fluctuations are non-dimensional with respect
to Ht /T , which is a velocity scale which depends on reflective conditions. In
particular, the square of the velocity scale can be interpreted as the kinetic
energy of the wave component, thus the non dimensional turbulent normal
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stresses represent the rate of the turbulent kinetic energy with respect to
the wave component. Observations indicate that these rates decrease for
increasing reflection, indicating that turbulent kinetic energy is less relevant
for higher reflective conditions. In addition, the absolute values of the
turbulent stresses also increase for decreasing reflection, which means that
turbulent momentum transfer under opposing wind action is more effective
for lower reflective conditions.
The Reynolds wave and turbulent stress tensors are also analysed in
terms of principal stresses and angle of the principal axes. The vertical
profile of the wave principal stresses ratio is well interpreted by the theoretical model, showing larger anisotropy of the tensor for increasing reflection. The turbulent principal stresses tends to 1 at lower water levels, and
increases toward the bottom. For lower reflection intensity, the principal
stresses ratio of the wave and turbulent Reynolds tensors tend to the same
value near the surface. A spatial variation of the principal stresses ratio
is also observed for same reflective conditions for both wave and turbulent
components, even though it is more evident for the wave Reynolds tensor.
The principal angles show the different behavior of the Reynolds wave principal axes for varying reflective conditions and LDV measurement sections,
and is always well represented by the theoretical profile. The turbulent
principal angles show a slight dependence on different reflective conditions
(larger fluctuations for increasing reflection) and on LDV measurement sections, but the general behaviour suggests that in all cases near the surface
a uniform shear rate current is dominant, rotating the reference system.
The same result was also observed for following wind conditions.

Chapter 5

General overview of the
results
Chapters §3 and §4 report the analyses and the results of the two sets of experiments realized. Since the two previous chapters are wide with extensive
descriptions, the reader could get lost within the huge amount of images
and discussions without finding the connections among the different parts
of the thesis. This chapter aims to give a unified vision of the analyses
conducted (in particular, for experiments in the presence of wind), starting
from velocity measurements, comparing the different experimental conditions in order to facilitate the comprehension of the study and yielding to
further remarks. In particular, the results are shown in a compact form for
paddle waves plus following wind (PpW), for paddle waves with opposing
wind (PoW) and by comparing three experiments with similar reflection
and different wind conditions (P1 for no wind, PpW4 for following wind
and PoW4 for opposing wind). Here only experimental values are shown,
since the agreement between the theoretical model and the experiments has
already been discussed in the previous chapters.
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Mean velocity

The mean velocities represent currents which develop inside the wave flume.
The main interest is generally focused on the horizontal mean current,
which in the present experiments is strongly influenced by the wind action.
The mean horizontal and vertical velocities arise also from other sources,
as non-linear effects of the regular wave between troughs and crests, the
finite length of the wave flume, secondary circulations which take place in
the presence of wind and partial reflection.
Figure 5.1a) shows the horizontal and vertical mean velocities for experiments PpW1–4. The results illustrate the profiles for different following
wind speeds and similar reflection conditions. A typical profile for a windinduced horizontal current u, which has already been explained in chapter
§3, is observed: positive near the surface (i.e., in the same direction of the
wind) and negative at lower levels, in order to fill the mass conservation
for a finite-length domain. Furthermore, non-dimensional values indicate
that for increasing wind speed, the modulus of both positive and negative
horizontal mean velocities is enhanced. On the other hand, the vertical
velocity w is negative at lower levels and tends to positive values near the
surface, but it is not clear the influence of different winds on the vertical
profile.
Figure 5.1b) reports the horizontal and vertical mean velocities for experiments PoW1–5, which investigate different reflective conditions with
same opposing wind speeds. The same considerations of experiments PpW1–
4 can be done for the wind-induced horizontal currents; moreover, we observe that, for increasing reflection, the non-dimensional horizontal mean
velocity decreases. The pattern of the vertical mean velocity does not show
a clear trend for varying reflection and is similar to experiments PpW1–4.
Figure 5.1c) shows the horizontal and vertical mean velocities for experiments PoW2a–d, which have with similar reflective conditions, same
opposing wind and different LDV measurements section. The wind-induced
horizontal and vertical mean velocities have similar trend if compared with
experiments PoW1–5 and PpW1–4: an influence of different LDV sections
is present, but we are not able to extract a significant trend.
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Figure 5.1d) shows the comparison among experiments with similar
reflection and different wind conditions (PoW4 for opposing wind, PpW1
for following wind and P1 for the absence of wind). The results suggest
that, for both the horizontal and vertical mean velocities, increasing wind
speed yields a larger modulus (both in a negative and positive sense) of the
mean values.

5.2

Wave normal and shear stresses

The wave stresses are intended as those stresses induced by the paddle
waves and separated from the mean and turbulent components by means
of a phase average technique. In this thesis, the wave stresses are also
studied through a theoretical model which takes into accounts the effects
of different reflective conditions; the goodness of the theoretical approach
has been shown in the previous chapter, thus theoretical profiles are not
reported in this chapter.
Figure 5.2a) shows the wave shear stress (covariance) u
ew
e for experiments PpW1–4, i.e. paddle waves with different following winds, similar
reflective conditions and active absorption. Since the reflective conditions
and the LDV section are the same, we do not observe significant change in
the experimental values of u
ew.
e We have already described the dependence
of the wave shear stress (and its variability) in chapter §3, where also the
goodness of the theoretical model is illustrated.
The explanation given for the wave shear stress profile of experiments
PpW1–4 is confirmed in figure 5.2b) and figure 5.2c), which report the wave
shear stress for experiments PoW1–5 and PoW2a–d, respectively. In the
first case, figure 5.2b), different reflective conditions with same opposing
wind and LDV section are illustrated, while in the second case same opposing wind, similar reflective conditions and different LDV sections are
shown. The results clearly indicate and support the analytical formulation
of chapter §1, where the equation (1.13) shows that sign and modulus of
u
ew
e depend on the reflective parameters and the section of measurements.
Figure 5.2d) reports the comparison of u
ew
e among experiments with
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the non-dimensional mean velocities for different experimental conditions. a) Horizontal (red triangles) and vertical (blue circles) mean
velocities for experiments PpW1–4, paddle waves plus following wind (same reflection, same LDV section, different wind). Symbol size is proportional to the wind
speed. b) Horizontal (red triangles) and vertical (blue circles) mean velocities for
experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different reflection, same
LDV section, same wind). Symbol transparency is proportional to the paddle
wave reflection. c) Horizontal (empty symbols) and vertical (blue symbols) mean
velocities for experiments PoW2a–d (same reflection, different LDV section, same
wind). d) Comparison among experiments with similar reflection and different
wind conditions: P1 (grey small symbol with dotted line) for no wind, PpW4
(empty small symbol with solid line) for following wind, PoW4 (big blue symbol)
for opposing wind. All values are non-dimensional with respect to Ht T −1 .
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similar reflection and different wind conditions (PoW4 for opposing wind,
PpW1 for following wind and P1 for the absence of wind). The vertical
profiles are different due to the specific reflective parameters of the single
experiments: in particular, for similar reflection coefficient Kr , the phase
shift ∆ϕ is the main responsible of the difference and is due to the different
wind conditions.

Figure 5.3a) shows the wave normal stresses u
eu
e and w
ew
e for experiments
PpW1–4. The same considerations reported for the wave shear stress still
hold for normal stresses, since we do not observe significant variations of the
wave normal stresses among the different experiments (as expected since
we do not vary reflection conditions or LDV section). The main differences
can be individuated near the interface between air and water, where the
action of the wind becomes relevant and influences the wave stresses (both
normal and shear) proportionally to the wind speed.

Figure 5.3b) and figure 5.37c) report the wave normal stresses for experiments PoW1–5 and PoW2a–d, respectively. It is still evident the dependence of the wave normal stresses on the reflective conditions (figure
5.3b) and on the LDV section (figure 5.3c); furthermore, the main variations take place for the horizontal component u
eu
e, whose values differ also
for one order of magnitude in the entire vertical profile, while the vertical
ew
e shows a major difference only near the surface.
component w
Figure 5.3d) shows the comparison of u
eu
e and w
ew
e among experiments
with similar reflection and different wind conditions (PoW4 for opposing
wind, PpW1 for following wind and P1 for the absence of wind). We
still attribute the main differences to the phase shift ∆ϕ, which varies for
different wind conditions (speed and direction), and also to the effects of
the turbulent structure due to the wind, which induces variations of the
experimental wave stresses not predictable by the theoretical model.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the non-dimensional wave shear stress u
ew
e for different experimental conditions. a) Experimental u
ew
e (symbols) for PpW1–4, paddle
waves plus following wind (same reflection, same LDV section, different wind).
Symbol size is proportional to the wind speed. b) Experimental u
ew
e (symbols) for
experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different reflection, same
LDV section, same wind). Symbol transparency is proportional to the paddle wave
reflection. c) Experimental u
ew
e (symbols) for experiments PoW2a–d (same reflection, different LDV section, same wind). d) Comparison of u
ew
e among experiments
with similar reflection and different wind conditions: P1 (grey small symbol with
dotted line) for no wind, PpW4 (empty small symbol with solid line) for following
wind, PoW4 (big blue symbol) for opposing wind. All values are non-dimensional
with respect to Ht2 T −2 .
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the non-dimensional wave normal stresses u
eu
e and w
ew
e
for different experimental conditions. a) Horizontal u
eu
e (red triangle) and vertical
w
ew
e (blue circles) for PpW1–4, paddle waves plus following wind (same reflection,
same LDV section, different wind). Symbol size is proportional to the wind speed.
b) Horizontal (red triangles) and vertical (blue circles) wave normal stresses for
experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different reflection, same
LDV section, same wind). Symbol transparency is proportional to the paddle wave
reflection. c) Horizontal (empty symbols) and vertical (blue symbols) wave normal
stresses for experiments PoW2a–d (same reflection, different LDV section, same
eu
e and w
ew
e among experiments with similar reflection
wind). d) Comparison of u
and different wind conditions: P1 (grey small symbol with dotted line) for no
wind, PpW4 (empty small symbol with solid line) for following wind, PoW4 (big
blue symbol) for opposing wind. All values are non-dimensional with respect to
Ht2 T −2 .
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Turbulent normal and shear stresses

The turbulent stresses are calculated from the turbulent components of the
velocity signals, which are obtained after applying a mean and a phase
average, i.e. after subtracting from the initial signal the mean and orbital
(wave-induced) velocities.
Figure 5.4a) shows the non-dimensional turbulent shear stress (covari0 w 0 for experiments PpW1–4, reporting the different vertical profiles
ance) ug
varying the wind speed. The results show that, for increasing wind speed,
the non-dimensional turbulent shear stresses are larger (in modulus), in
particular near the free surface where the effects of the wind are stronger.
We already discussed the sign of the turbulent covariance (negative), which
suggests a net momentum transfer from air to water, as expected in the
presence of wind.
Figure 5.4b) reports the non-dimensional turbulent shear stress for experiments PoW1–5, with same opposing wind, different reflection and same
LDV measurements section. The results show that, for increasing reflection,
the non-dimensional turbulent shear stress decreases. We remind that the
velocity (and stress) scale refers to the wave component, hence a reduction
of the non-dimensional turbulent component means a minor relative contribution. In this sense the turbulent momentum transfer (for an opposing
wind) is less effective at high reflective conditions.
Figure 5.4c) shows the turbulent shear stress for experiments PoW2a–d,
which have same opposing wind and similar reflective conditions, but different LDV measurements sections. The results suggest (as already discussed
0 w 0 on the LDV section, even though we
in chapter §4) a dependence of ug
are not able to determine a clear relation.
0 w 0 among experiments with
Figure 5.4d) shows the comparison of ug
similar reflection and different wind conditions (PoW4 for opposing wind,
PpW1 for following wind and P1 for the absence of wind). As suggested also
by looking at figures 5.4b) and 5.4b), the vertical profiles of the turbulent
shear stress have a similar trend if compared to following wind experiments.
However, the non-dimensional values are larger for PoW experiments and
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0 w 0 for
Figure 5.4: Comparison of the non-dimensional turbulent shear stress ug
0
0
w (symbols) for PpW1–4,
different experimental conditions. a) Experimental ug
paddle waves plus following wind (same reflection, same LDV section, different
0 w0
wind). Symbol size is proportional to the wind speed. b) Experimental ug
(symbols) for experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
reflection, same LDV section, same wind). Symbol transparency is proportional
0 w 0 (symbols) for experiments
to the paddle wave reflection. c) Experimental ug
PoW2a–d (same reflection, different LDV section, same wind). d) Comparison
0 w 0 among experiments with similar reflection and different wind conditions:
of ug
P1 (grey small symbol with dotted line) for no wind, PpW4 (empty small symbol
with solid line) for following wind, PoW4 (big blue symbol) for opposing wind. All
values are non-dimensional with respect to Ht2 T −2 .
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reach lower water levels before going to zero.
0 u0
Figure 5.5a) shows the non-dimensional turbulent normal stresses ug
0 w 0 for experiments PpW1–4. Both the horizontal and vertical normal
and wg

stresses are enhanced for increasing wind, and we notice also an increasing
anisotropy.
Figure 5.5b) reports the non-dimensional turbulent normal stresses for
experiments PoW1–5. For decreasing reflection, it is evident a reduction of
0 u0 and w
0 w 0 and an increasing anisotropy of the Reynolds turbulent
g
both ug
stress tensor.
Figure 5.5c) shows the non-dimensional turbulent normal stresses for
experiments PoW2a–d. The vertical profiles indicate different values of the
turbulent normal stresses and of the system anisotropy for different values
of the total wave height Ht , but the data are too vague to yield a clear
conclusion.
0 u0 and w
0 w0
g
Figure 5.5d) shows the comparison of non-dimensional ug
among experiments with similar reflection and different wind conditions
(PoW4 for opposing wind, PpW1 for following wind and P1 for the absence
of wind). The results confirm the conclusions reported for the turbulent
shear stress, since an opposing wind supports higher values of the turbulent
stresses; furthermore, we notice a stronger isotropy for the following wind
experiments.

5.4

Wave and turbulent principal stresses

In the presence of a periodic and a turbulent field, a Reynolds wave stress
tensor and a Reynolds turbulent stress tensor can be identified. The Reynolds
wave stress tensor is diagonal only for progressive wave, but in partiallyreflective conditions the velocities are not in quadrature and the wave shear
stress is different from zero. Thus, the wave stress tensor can be diagonalized and the wave principal stresses can be calculated. The Reynolds turbulent stress tensor is not diagonal in general and the turbulent principal
stresses can be calculated as well as the wave components.
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0 u0 and
Figure 5.5: Comparison of the non-dimensional turbulent normal stresses ug
0 w 0 for different experimental conditions. a) Horizontal u
0 u0 (red triangle) and
g
]
w
0 w 0 (blue circles) for PpW1–4, paddle waves plus following wind (same
]
vertical w
reflection, same LDV section, different wind). Symbol size is proportional to the
wind speed. b) Horizontal (red triangles) and vertical (blue circles) turbulent normal stresses for experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind (different
reflection, same LDV section, same wind). Symbol transparency is proportional
to the paddle wave reflection. c) Horizontal (empty symbols) and vertical (blue
symbols) turbulent normal stresses for experiments PoW2a–d (same reflection,
0 u0 and w
0 w 0 among ex]
different LDV section, same wind). d) Comparison of ug
periments with similar reflection and different wind conditions: P1 (grey small
symbol with dotted line) for no wind, PpW4 (empty small symbol with solid line)
for following wind, PoW4 (big blue symbol) for opposing wind. All values are
non-dimensional with respect to Ht2 T −2 .
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Figure 5.6a) shows the wave principal stresses ratio σ
emax /e
σmin for experiments PpW1–4, which have similar reflective conditions, same LDV
section and different following wind speeds. The results almost collapse on
the same curve, as expected, and differ in particular for the different phase
shift among experiments PpW1–4 and for the presence of wind, which can
possibly introduce variations also to the wave principal stresses.
Figure 5.6b) reports the wave principal stresses ratio for experiments
PoW1–5 (paddle waves with different reflective conditions, same opposing
wind speed and same LDV section). The vertical profiles exhibit an increment of the principal stresses ratio proportional to the reflective conditions.
Figure 5.6c) shows the wave principal stresses ratio for experiments
PoW2a–d, which show the influence of the LDV sections on the principal
stresses ratio for similar reflective and same opposing wind conditions. The
results show that the LDV measurements section does not only change the
values of the wave principal stresses ratio, but modifies also the shape of
the vertical profiles
Figure 5.6d) shows the comparison of σ
emax /e
σmin among experiments
with similar reflection and different wind conditions (PoW4 for opposing
wind, PpW1 for following wind and P1 for the absence of wind). The results
show a similar shape of the vertical profiles, with the largest and smallest
values belonging to PpW4 and P1, respectively.
0
0
Figure 5.7a) shows the turbulent principal stresses ratio σmax
/σmin
for
experiments PpW1–5. The vertical line equal to one indicates isotropy of
the principal stress tensor. We observe that the system is more anisotropic
approaching the surface, and the maximum isotropy is reached at z/h ≈
−0.4. It is not clear a dependence of the principal stresses ratio on the
different wind speeds.
Figure 5.7b) reports the turbulent principal stresses ratio for experiments PoW1–5. The results show a similar trend if compared to experiments PpW1–4, with maximum and minimum isotropy reached about the
middle of the water column and near the surface, respectively. The experimental values are quite disperse, but suggest an influence of the reflection
conditions on the anisotropy of the system which should be further investigated.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the non-dimensional wave principal stress ratio
σ
emax /e
σmin for different experimental conditions. a) Experimental u
ew
e (symbols)
for PpW1–4, paddle waves plus following wind (same reflection, same LDV section,
different wind). Symbol size is proportional to the wind speed. b) Experimental
σ
emax /e
σmin (symbols) for experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing wind
(different reflection, same LDV section, same wind). Symbol transparency is proportional to the paddle wave reflection. c) Experimental σ
emax /e
σmin (symbols) for
experiments PoW2a–d (same reflection, different LDV section, same wind). d)
Comparison of σ
emax /e
σmin among experiments with similar reflection and different wind conditions: P1 (grey small symbol with dotted line) for no wind, PpW4
(empty small symbol with solid line) for following wind, PoW4 (big blue symbol)
for opposing wind. All values are non-dimensional with respect to Ht2 T −2 .
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Figure 5.7c) shows the turbulent principal stresses ratio for experiments
PoW2a–d. Again, we notice the maximum anisotropy of the turbulent
principal stress tensor near the interface between air and water and a notwell-defined dependence on the LDV measurement section.
0
0
Figure 5.7d) shows the comparison of σmax
/σmin
among experiments
with similar reflection and different wind conditions (PoW4 for opposing
wind, PpW1 for following wind and P1 for the absence of wind). The
results show the different behaviour of the turbulent principal stress tensor
for different wind conditions, with maximum anisotropy for opposing wind
and a much evident isotropy of the no-wind condition over almost the entire
column.

5.5

Quadrant analysis

The quadrant analysis is a technique used for defining the turbulent structure and the dominant turbulent momentum flux events on the basis of
the coupled signs of the turbulent horizontal and vertical velocities, with
applications also in the characterization of the turbulent airflow over windgenerated waves (see Longo, 2012; Buckley & Veron, 2018). We have already determined that the dominant event-averaged shear stresses are S2
and S4 , which belong to the second and the fourth quadrants, respectively.
Thus, we focus our investigations in figure 5.8 on those two elements(S4 is
shown with opposite sign in order to obtain a better visualization of the
results).
Figure 5.8a) shows the dominant event-averaged shear stresses S2 and
−S4 for experiments PpW1–4, paddle waves with similar reflective conditions, same LDV measurements section and different following wind speeds.
The event-averaged shear stresses are proportional to the wind speed and
much larger in proximity of the free surface, with a major contribution of
S2 .
Figure 5.8b) reports the dominant event-averaged shear stresses for experiments PoW1–5, which report paddle waves with different reflection,
same LDV section and same opposing wind speed. We can observe again
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the non-dimensional turbulent principal stress ratio
0
0
0
0
for different experimental conditions. a) Experimental σmax
/σmin
(symσmax
/σmin
bols) for PpW1–4, paddle waves plus following wind (same reflection, same LDV
section, different wind). Symbol size is proportional to the wind speed. b) Experi0
0
mental σmax
/σmin
(symbols) for experiments PoW1–5, paddle waves with opposing
wind (different reflection, same LDV section, same wind). Symbol transparency is
0
0
(symbols)
proportional to the paddle wave reflection. c) Experimental σmax
/σmin
for experiments PoW2a–d (same reflection, different LDV section, same wind). d)
0
0
Comparison of σmax
/σmin
among experiments with similar reflection and different wind conditions: P1 (grey small symbol with dotted line) for no wind, PpW4
(empty small symbol with solid line) for following wind, PoW4 (big blue symbol)
for opposing wind. All values are non-dimensional with respect to Ht2 T −2 .
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that S2 gives the dominant contribution and that events are stronger near
the surface. Furthermore, we notice that the effect of increasing reflection
is to reduce the intensity of the event-averaged shear stresses. In particular,
for the condition with minimum reflection the turbulent shear stress can
penetrate deeper into the water column.
Figure 5.8c) shows the dominant event-averaged shear stresses for experiments PoW2a–d. These experiments show that also the event-averaged
turbulent shear stresses are influenced by the LDV section (for similar reflective conditions and same opposing wind speeds). In fact, we observe
that also at consistent reflection coefficients (Kr ≈ 0.6) the turbulent shear
stresses can be relevant in the entire measurements vertical domain.
Figure 5.8d) shows the comparison of S2 and −S4 among experiments
with similar reflection and different wind conditions (PoW4 for opposing
wind, PpW1 for following wind and P1 for the absence of wind). The
presence of wind induces stronger events near the surface, which are more
intense for opposing wind. However, wind action is less effective towards
the bottom where the values of the different experiments are very similar.
Figure 5.9 shows the time-averaged shear stresses contribution (total
and decomposed for each quadrant) for experiments PoW4 (opposing wind),
PpW1 (following wind) and P1 (in the absence of wind) in order to determine and compare the turbulent structure among experiments with similar
reflection and different wind conditions. The results indicate that, in the
presence of wind (both following or opposing) the main input comes from
the interface between air and water. Furthermore we notice that, for opposing wind, the turbulent shear stresses are more intense and go to deeper
water levels. In the case of wind absence, the dominant turbulent shear
stresses still belong to the second and the fourth quadrant, but major intensities are observed in about the middle of the water depth.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the dominant non-dimensional event-averaged shear
stresses S2 and −S4 (from quadrant analysis) for different experimental conditions. The inward interaction contribution (S4 ) is shown with opposite sign for
a better visualization of the results. a) Experimental S2 (down-pointing blue triangles) and −S4 (up-pointing magenta triangles) for PpW1–4, paddle waves plus
following wind (same reflection, same LDV section, different wind). Symbol size
is proportional to the wind speed. b) Experimental S2 (down-pointing blue triangles) and −S4 (up-pointing magenta triangles) for experiments PoW1–5, paddle
waves with opposing wind (different reflection, same LDV section, same wind).
Symbol transparency is proportional to the paddle wave reflection. c) Experimental S2 (down-pointing blue triangles) and −S4 (up-pointing magenta triangles) for
experiments PoW2a–d (same reflection, different LDV section, same wind). d)
Comparison of S2 (down-pointing triangles) and S4 (up-pointing triangles) among
experiments with similar reflection and different wind conditions: P1 (grey small
triangle with dotted line) for no wind, PpW4 (empty small triangle with solid
line) for following wind, PoW4 (big triangle) for opposing wind. All values are
non-dimensional with respect to Ht2 T −2 .
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the time-averaged shear stresses (total and in each quadrant decomposed)
among experiments with similar reflection and different wind conditions: left panels show experiment
PoW4 (opposing wind), central panels show experiment PpW4 (following wind) and right panels show
experiment P1 (no wind). The time-averaged shear stress is shown in each quadrant decomposed (upper
panels) and without decomposition (lower panels), as a function of the threshold parameter M . The
isolines of the duration fraction (concentration) are superimposed. All stresses are non-dimensional with
respect to Ht2 T −2 .

Conclusions
A short summary of the activity
The main aim of this thesis is to shed light about the influence that partial
reflection, which is the most common case encountered both in field and
laboratory studies, exerts on a wave field where regular waves are present
alone and under the action of following or opposing wind.
We have analysed experimentally and theoretically the flow field of paddle waves, paddle waves plus following wind and paddle waves with opposing wind under partial reflection conditions in laboratory, in terms of free
surface elevations, velocities and stresses.
For the theoretical and experimental analyses of the flow field, we consider velocities and free surface elevations as a superposition of a mean, a
periodic (wave) and a turbulent (fluctuating) component.
A theoretical model for the periodic (wave) component is developed
by means of a perturbation scheme which considers the wave field as a
superposition of an incident, a reflected and a bound wave. The phase shift
between the incident and the reflected wave is included in the analysis. The
theory yields an analytical formulation of the wave components of velocities
and stresses, and a spatial variation of the mean water level. The model
also predicts the principal stresses, as well as the angle of the principal
axes, of both the Reynolds wave and turbulent stress tensors.
The wave flume used for the experimental activity provides a complete
control of the generated and reflected wave conditions, and is used to investigate the influence of partial reflection on the main variables of interest,
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i.e. velocity and free surface elevation, and the combined effect of regular
waves and wind action.
We measure velocity and free surface elevation in two different sets of
experiments: in the first series, paddle waves (P) and paddle waves plus
following wind (PpW) are observed and studied; in the second series, paddle
waves with opposing wind (PoW) are observed and studied.
Data analysis allows a complete representation of the experimental velocities, stresses and free surface characteristics of the flow field. Time
average yields the mean components, phase average yields the wave (periodic) components, while the residual part (after time and phase average)
represents the fluctuating components. A spectral filter is also used for the
separation of the free surface elevation component attributed to the paddles
(wave) and to the wind (turbulent). Several analyses of velocity and free
surface data are performed to quantify the experimental contributions of
the separated components.
The discussions of the two series of experiments (reported at the end of
the chapters 3 and 4, respectively) show separately the main results of the
activities, while chapter 5 offers a unified vision of the results and their comparison. The scope of this chapter is to summarize the advances brought by
this thesis in the wide scenario of swell and wind waves interaction under
partially-reflective conditions.

The role of partial reflection in data analysis
The reflection analysis performed in this work allows the theoretical representation of all quantities observed and calculated. We remark that the
inclusion of the phase shift between the incident and the reflected waves is
a novelty and is essential for a correct reconstruction of the measured wave
field. The physical meaning of the phase shift can be easily explained if
compared to a well-known solution. If we consider the case of perfect reflection, hence implicitly assuming an impermeable boundary (like a wall), the
maximum wave height (antinodes) and the minimum wave height (nodes)
appear at the boundary section and at a distance of one quarter of the wave
length, respectively. But if the two wave trains (incident and reflected) have
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a different phase, hence a non-null phase shift, the nodes and the antinodes move along the horizontal coordinate according to the sign and the
value of the phase shift. The goodness of the comparison between theory
and experiments (hence the prediction of the results) relies entirely on an
adequate reflection analysis.

Free surface elevation
The wave profiles show a modulation induced by reflection and by the
section of measurements, and in the presence of following or opposing wind
larger fluctuations (corresponding to the wind waves) are observed. The
wind waves (separated through a spectral filter) grow in average with fetch
length, more evidently in the case of swell following wind. A reduction of
the wind wave height in the last part of the fetch is observed in particular
for swell opposing wind, physically justified by micro-breaking. The wind
waves mean peak period grows monotonically for increasing fetch length,
as expected. The phase celerities of the wind waves (for swell opposing
wind) are well represented by a dispersion relation which is a perturbed
version of the linear dispersion relation, where the higher-order terms take
into account the vertical shear of the horizontal velocity.
Partial reflection also induces an imbalance in the conservation of the radiation stress along the horizontal which is interpreted as a spatial variation
of the mean water level. The theoretical model gives the exact evolution
of the mean water level and observations confirm that the interpretation
given to the phenomenon is correct.

The effects of an opposing wind on a partially-reflected wave
environment
Several effects of opposing wind are observed by comparing the results in the
presence and in the absence of wind for the same experimental conditions.
Observations indicate that the wave shape, in the presence of opposing
wind, is clearly distorted (if compared to the wave shape in the absence of
wind) at high reflection intensity, while for reflection tending to zero the
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phase-averaged wave profiles collapse for the two cases (wind and no-wind
conditions).
Reflection parameters are also influenced by the presence of opposing
wind: in particular, measurements report an attenuation of the incident
wave height, a reduction of the reflection coefficient and an additional negative phase shift. The reflection coefficient, the phase shift and the incident
wave height govern the sign and the intensity of the momentum transfer
due to the Reynolds wave shear stress; thus, it is important to understand
the response of these parameters to the external forcings of the system.
We believe that further studies are highly recommended in order to
capture the physical mechanism of the interactions between swell and wind
waves in partially-reflected environments, determining analytical relations
which increase the reliability of the current numerical models.

Wave shear stress variability for waves under partial reflection conditions
One of the main reasons of this thesis is to understand and quantify the role
of the Reynolds wave shear stress. The importance of this element emerges
in all experiments and it is also more evident if compared to the values
of the turbulent shear stress, which usually in literature represents the
element of greatest interest. In our work, we derive theoretically, observe
and then compare the values of the Reynolds wave shear stress in different
configurations: for paddle waves, paddle waves with following wind and
paddle waves with opposing wind.
All results clearly show the main role of the wave shear stress for
partially-reflected wave field, even for small values of the reflection coefficient. In particular, we notice that the wave shear stress can be large or
small, positive or negative depending on two factors: (i) reflection parameters, i.e. the reflection coefficient and the phase shift, as a straightforward
(but not obvious) consequence of the reflective conditions; (ii) the section
of measurements, indicating a spatial modulation of the wave shear stress
along horizontal coordinate (in our case is along the wave flume, but in
general it can take place also in the open sea). We also highlight that the
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wave shear stress (hence, the effects of the partial reflection) are larger near
the surface, thus having a strong influence on the exchanges (of heat, substance and momentum) which take place at the interface between air and
water.
Considering that partial reflection is almost ubiquitous in nature and
also in controlled environments like laboratory activities, it means that this
element is always to be taken into account and accurately evaluated for a
correct interpretation of the observed data.

A fundamental tool for the correct evaluation of the turbulent
momentum transfer
In general, the vertical profile and the sign of the turbulent shear stresses
can help in individuating a transfer of momentum from the air to the water
(or vice versa), even though the simple observation of the total shear stress
does not give a complete information about the real momentum transfer.
For example, a negative sign of the turbulent shear stress at the interface
can be associated to a transfer of momentum from the air to the water only
for positive horizontal velocity and negative vertical velocity, which determines an injection of momentum from the top, while a negative horizontal
velocity with a positive vertical velocity determines an opposite transfer of
momentum, i.e. from the bottom to the top.
An appropriate approach to the problem is represented by the quadrant
analysis, since it classifies the events on the basis of the combined signs of
the fluctuating velocities, both horizontal and vertical. The results of the
quadrant analysis of our experiments show a net transfer of momentum
from the air to the water in the presence of wind (both following and opposing), with dominant components represented by the outward and inward
interactions. For following wind, the joint probability density functions of
the fluctuating velocities also confirm the versus of the momentum transfer.
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Wave and turbulent Reynolds stress tensors
The Reynolds wave and turbulent stress tensors are composed by shear
(examined in the previous paragraphs) and normal components.
The normal components of the periodic Reynolds tensor show a good
agreement with the theoretical predictions equally for paddle waves, paddle
waves plus following wind and paddle waves with opposing wind. In particular, we notice that partial reflection conditions induce a modulation of the
normal stresses, which is stronger for the horizontal component. Also, we
notice that near the surface the experimental values depart slightly from
the theoretical profile, possibly due to the presence of nonlinear interactions
and other factors which take place at the interface and more evident in the
presence of wind (both following and opposing).
The normal components of the Reynolds turbulent stress tensors are
almost isotropic in the absence of wind; in the presence of wind, the vertical
profile of the horizontal and vertical components diverges and the difference
between the experimental values increases from the bottom to the top. In
case of opposing wind, this is more evident and the anisotropy increases
for decreasing reflection. We notice also that the turbulent stresses are
enhanced for decreasing reflection, which suggests that reflection acts as an
inhibitor for the turbulent momentum exchange in case of opposing wind.
The principal stresses and angle of the principal axes complete the analysis of the turbulent and periodic Reynolds stress tensors. The ratio between the maximum and the minimum stress indicates the anisotropy (or
isotropy) of the diagonalized tensor. Our results show an isotropic behaviour in the absence of wind for the turbulent principal stresses, while
in the presence of wind (both following and opposing) the diagonized turbulent tensor is isotropic toward the bottom while it shows a remarkable
anisotropy near the surface, where the turbulent structure induced by the
wind is more defined. The ratio of the wave principal stresses shows that the
diagonalized wave tensor is strongly anisotropic and well predicted by the
theoretical model; furthermore, its values tend to the turbulent principal
stresses ratio for decreasing reflection.
The principal angle is observed for the turbulent and wave Reynolds
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tensors. The turbulence principal angle shows that in proximity of the
surface the dominant effect is determined by a uniform shear rate current
in the presence of wind (both following and opposing), even though a dispersion of the data is observed and possibly due to the effects of partial
reflection conditions.

Implications for atmosphere-ocean exchange models
Transfer of different species (momentum, gasses, heat) at the interface between ocean and atmosphere has been widely modeled, thanks to the increasing availability of data, better computational resources used for simulations and accuracy of the models. However, global models have need
to include simplifications of physical processes and cannot always take into
account all the significant variables.
To the knowledge of the authors, the phase shift is not taken into consideration even in those including reflection analysis. However, some analytical works (Nielsen et al., 2011; Deigaard & Nielsen, 2018) show that the
role of the phase for spatially growing stationary waves and time-growing
uniform waves, i.e. for swell subjected to the action of the wind cannot be
disregarded and is further confirmed in this thesis.
This is just an example of the potential application of the results presented in this thesis for the refinements of the current ocean-atmosphere
coupled models. We believe that this work could provide some insight
and inspire researchers towards experimental, numerical and field studies
of swell and wind waves, in order to improve the ocean weather forecasting
used nowadays to predict and mitigate the impacts on the human life and
the existing ecosystems.

Highlights
The overall work here presented show extensive results about swell and
wind interactions under partial reflection conditions. Most of them confirm
the results given by the previous literature and extend the results with novel
experimental and theoretical observations through well-known and accepted
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techniques, like perturbation methods and the triple decomposition.
All the analyses reveal the importance of an adequate method to describe the combined effects of different components in a complex field like
the one which is studied in this thesis, where nonlinear effects, boundary
conditions, experimental conditions and measuring techniques can affect
the results and conduct to misleading interpretations. Furthermore, the
inclusion of the reflection coefficient and phase shift between the incident
and reflected waves solves the problem of the variability of the wave shear
stress in swell and wind waves, which has been found in literature, with
new experimental results to support the theoretical model.
These results are very encouraging towards new studies which, taking
advantage of the present work, aim to provide an extended view of the
complexity given by the fascinating world of water waves.

Abbreviations
2D-LDV
CIAO
MWL
RPM
P
PpW
PoW
US

Two-component Laser Doppler Velocimeter
Ocean-Atmosphere Interaction Flume
Mean water level
Revolutions per minute
Experimental tests with Paddle waves
Experimental tests with Paddle waves plus following
Wind
Experimental tests with Paddle waves with opposing
Wind
Acoustic wave gauge
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Notation
Latin Letters
c, cexp
cg,exp
f
fpeak
h
k
p
p0
t
u
u
u
e
u0
u∗a
w
w

Phase celerity (theoretical and experimental)
Experimental wave group celerity
Wave frequency
Wave peak frequency
Water depth
Wave number
Total pressure
Hydrostatic pressure
Time
Horizontal velocity
Time-averaged horizontal velocity (mean
component)
Phase-averaged horizontal velocity (periodic component)
Fluctuating horizontal velocity (turbulent component)
Wind friction velocity
Vertical velocity
Time-averaged vertical velocity (mean
component)
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Phase-averaged vertical velocity (periodic
component)
Fluctuating vertical velocity (turbulent
component)
Horizontal coordinate of the reference
system
Vertical coordinate of the reference system
Aerodynamic roughness length
Reynolds wave shear stress
Oscillatory vorticity
Periodic correlation (covariance)

m s−1

Turbulent correlation (covariance)
Wave energy density
Wave height
Average of the one third maximum wave
height
Average of the one tenth maximum wave
height
Mean wave height
Root mean square wave height
Root mean square wave height of the incident wave
Total wave height
Reflection coefficient
Reflection coefficient under wind conditions
Wave length
Wave length associated to the peak frequency
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Nj
Nw
Sj
Sxx
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T1/10
Tm
Tacq
U
h...ii , h...ir , h...ib

Number of samples in a measurement belonging to the j-th quadrant
Number of waves
Event-averaged shear stress
Wave-induced component of the radiation stress
Wave period
Average of the one third maximum wave
period
Average of the one tenth maximum wave
period
Mean wave period
Sampling time
Wind velocity
Incident, reflected and bound component
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Greek Letters
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Φ
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Phase shift
Phase shift under wind conditions
Phase
Distance between two adjacent sensors
Temporal lag between two adjacent sensors
Small parameter for the series expansion
Free surface elevation
Radial frequency
Wave velocity potential
Principal Reynolds stress
Principal Reynolds wave stress
Principal Reynolds turbulent stress
Principal Reynolds wave angle
Principal Reynolds angle
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α0
ζ

Principal Reynolds turbulent angle
Mean water level
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